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ABSTRACT

Re-conceiving civics/city Design in pranning: An Integral Approach

"Design" has undergone varying degrees of importance through the history of planning

since the nineteenth century, from being the dominant mode of practice to playing a

diminished role, as the scope of planning increased. The role of design is revisited and

reinforced by arguing that the very nature of planning-which strives to link knowledge

("what is") and (intentional improvement/betterment-oriented) action ("what can be',F
entails an equal, if not greater, emphasis on a design-based approach in planning, rather

than an analysis-dominated approach.

This thesis examines Patrick Geddes' Theory of the City, with a particular interest in his

ideas about civics/city design and the Outlook Tower in Edinburgh. The Theory of the

City is arguably one of the most comprehensive urban theories. It was Geddes' attempt at

grappling with the "big picture," and a quest for a "latger modernisl¡',-¿ modemism

that attempted to reconcile the three value spheres of art, morality, and science. The

thesis argues that the theories proposed by Lynch and Alexander have tendencies similar
to Geddes' civics/city design.

More recently, Ken Wilber and others have advanced what has been termed integral

theory; it represents a framework for comprehensively thinking about and "integrating"

understanding of the world. Accordingly, integral theory was adopted as an integrating

framework to conceptualize an all-inclusive/integral map of civics/city design. It is

argued that such a model greatly expands the scope of planning, and integrates the best

aspects of modem and post-modern planning by differentiating and integrating the three

cultural value spheres of art, morals, and science. An integral map of civics/city design

calls for the expansion and enhancement of the scope of city design in planning to
potentially take into account: spatial form and its geometric structure; different social

processes; the shared values, meanings, and cultures of communities; and aesthetic sense,

civic consciousness, and the feeling of wholeness.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION: DESIGN AND PLANNTNG

Background

This thesis has been inspired by the author's personal interest in "design." It aims to

revisit and reinforce the role of design in the context of planning. More particularly it

pursues a holistic approach that lays equal emphasis on analysis-generally associated

with planning-and design.

With an underlying interest in a more holistic approach to design, the thesis examines

Patrick Geddes' Theory of the City. Geddes, coûrmonly hailed as the father of modern

town planning, proposed the Theory of the City, which attempted to capture all aspects of

human life by reconciling science, morality, and aesthetics (Whyte 2002, xvii). Geddes

was a proponent of the Regional Idealism tradition, which emphasized the region as an

appropriate scale of community, and advocated region-based community awareness

(Wight 2000). The degree of complexity that Geddes added to modern planning was,

however, not well recognized, or effectively realized, during his lifetime.

This thesis examines various contemporary planning/design authors that have attempted

to formulate a more holistic design-based approach in planning. These authors were

identified through an earlier reading course. The selection of such precedents, however

systematic and consistent, tends to be a targeted selection and represents my subjective

preferences.

This thesis also examines Ken Wilber's integral theory. Integral theory refers to a holistic

philosophical approach, which provides an alternative framework for thinking about and

integrating understanding of the world. Integral theory has been effectively applied to
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other disciplines such as psychology, ecology, business, politics, education, and so on.

Wilber's ideas expressed in integral theory resonate with those propagated by Geddes in

many ways (King 2001). Such a resemblance, therefore, reinforces the potential

relevance of Geddes' thoughts even today.

Research Problem and Related Questions

In light of renewed interest in design, this thesis re-visits and explores Geddes' notion of

civics/city design in the emergent post-modern planning context. This is a context in

which-it will be argued-design is more process-oriented, where means are as

important as ends. Geddes' thoughts will be probed especially in terms of his ideas on

civics, expressed in his Theory of the City.

This research attempts to go beyond extreme or deconstructive post-modernism to

explore the possibilities of a constructive post-modern approach to design, by attempting

in part to make sense of Geddes' original thoughts within an integral framework, which

can now be linked to collective action via a more design-friendly planning in a city-

region context.

An initial examination of Geddes' theory through an integral lens, which will be

discussed in detail in chapter 5, illustrates that his thoughts had an integral tendency or

quality. Such equivalency between Geddes and Wilber presents an opportunity to further

explore the notion of civics/city design as expressed by Geddes, and other

planning/design authors, within an integral framework. This research attempts to answer

the following research questions:
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t. How might an integral framework inform a re-thinking of Geddes' notion of

civics, towards a more integral approach to city design in planning?

What other contemporary planning/design authors have/had ideas comparable to

Geddes' civics/city design? How might they provide additional perspectives that

help to formulate a post-modern integral map of civics/city design?

V/hat might an integral version of the Outlook Tower in Edinburgh look like in

conception, and in facilitating such an integral approach in practice? For example,

can it facilitate a shift to "second tier" regional consciousness, and resultant

collective action, on a city-region scale?

4. What are the possible implications of integral civics/city design for planning

practice?

Research Strategy

This thesis is an initial attempt to apply an integral framework to city design in the

context of contemporary planning. Consequently, the very nature of such an inquiry

causes the thesis to rely primarily on literature review as the primary means of research.

The thesis examines the literature pertaining to Geddes' Theory of the City; more

specifically, the aspects of his theory that deal with civics/city design. This thesis also

examines the literature on other contemporary planningidesign authors who have

attempted to arrive at a more holistic design-based approach in planning, with an

underlying interest in possible clues as to how Geddes' thinking might have evolved in

the contemporary planning context. Insights from these authors may be comparatively

valuable, especially in dealing with the waves of socio-cultural and technological changes

that have influenced the field of planning in the post-Geddes era. Another significant

2.

J.
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component of the research comprises Wilber's integral theory. An understanding of

integral theory provides a framework to synthesize the different design-based approaches

and arrive at an integral map of civics/city design.

Limitations

There are three primary limitations to this study-relating to scope, lack of empirical

evidence, and biases. The scope of analysis of this study is limited to examining Geddes'

notion of civicsicity design as expressed in his Theory of the City. Most of the scholarly

literature referenced in the study is limited geographically, and is of North American and

British origin. As a second limitation, the thesis does not amass any empirical evidence to

support its conclusions because of the essentially exploratory and heuristic nature of

research. Finally, it is important to point to my own bias/assumption that an integral

approach is the most logical way forward to arrive at a more holistic approach towards

city design.

Context

This main aim of this section is to briefly examine "design" in the context of planning

from a historical and philosophical perspective. The first section will provide a brief

overview of the history of planning theory with a focus on the changing role/importance

of design. It will then attempt to understand the philosophical differences between

planning and design, in order to substantiate the importance of design in the

contemporary planning context in the following section.

A Brief History of Design in Planning

Before the nineteenth century, design was the principal domain of what has become

planning. Up until World War II, city planning was perceived and practised largely as the
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craft of physical planning. Architects, landscape architects, and other design

professionals dominated teaching, writing, and practice in planning. City planning

students were taught to prepare self-contained, end-state physical plans i.e. architectural

drawings extended to city scale (Hall 2002,355). They advocated and practised design as

a primary approach to the spatial arrangement of activities in two- and three-dimensional

space (Friedmann 1981).

During the 1960s, conventional planning was challenged by systems analysts - educated

as engineers, economists, computer scientists, and mathematical geographers - who

developed a competing paradigm that advocated city planning as a "science," not a

"craft.." In this way, the terrain of planning expanded to include public works, housing,

and urban renewal. It went on to include other complex issues such as economic

planning, social planning, and environmental planning (Friedmann 1987,28). As the field

of planning became more diverse, planning decisions came to inevitably affect more

people, and became more controversial. It raised numerous questions regarding systems

planners' ability to make equitable decisions, such as decisions in a society becoming

increasingly mixed racially. In response to this, Marxist theorists, during the 1970s,

developed a coherent urban theory in terms of race and class (Hall 2002, 367). This was

followed by another important change in planning, in the form of community

participation, which is a direct consequence of today's larger scale of public intervention

in the development of cities and towns (Barnett 1995,780). The concept of sustainability

and environmental ethics, from the 1980s onwards, represents another significant change

in the field of planning.
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All of these changes in planning theory have greatly increased the scope of contemporary

planning practice. As a result of this:

[P]hysical planning or [civic] design - [which set the foundation of planning] _ is now

only a small area of planning, and even in that sphere the...[design] tradition has been

Iargely replaced by scientifìcally based models of analysis that involve modeling,

projections, and spatial analysis (Friedmann lgg7,25).

1800s

't930s and onwards

1980s to 20û0s

Fulure?

Figure l. Design an

The modernist movement marked a shift in planning; a shift away from ..design,, towards

"analysis." See Figure 1, which attempts to sketch the changing role/relationship between

planning and design. It is also important to note that the advent of modernist doctrine in

architecture/planning in North America during the 1930s set the foundation for change in

the theory of design. The practitioners of modernism rejected old urban lightwells,

courtyards, and street systems and advoc ated a strictly functional approach to ..free,,
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buildings, by surrounding them with open spaces. Such an "intellectual housecleaning,,

rejected the traditional principles of city design - the value of coherent outdoor space,

consistent language of architecture along streetscapes, the significance of vistas, and so

on - that were accepted as the norm during the pre-modemist era (Barnett 1995, lg3).

The newly invented aesthetic vocabulary, however, remained limited only to buildings,

while ignoring streetscape, cityscape, and regional dimensions. The post 'World War II

suburban expansion, as a result, was based on the pre-war garden-suburban concepts of

the 1920s without a foundation in city design ideas, thus resulting in dysfunctional

sprawl.

On the other hand, Geddes' intellectual development, part of the pre-1914 mainstream of

European Utopian thought, called for a "larger modemism." It was represented by figures

and movements such as Bergson and vitalism (Law 2005, 5). "Larger modernism,, does

not exclusively rely on rationality but engages in a dialectic with its opposite: myth and

religiosity (Welter 2002, 4).

"As botanist, sociologist, educator, artist, and town planner, Patrick Geddes was

committed to the reconciliation of science, morality, and aesthetics. The vehicle for his

polymathic wanderings between disciplines was a very personal system of graphic logic,

which he dubbed as his thinking machines,'(Whyte 2002,XII).

The Nature of Design vis-à-vis The Nature of planning

It is important to examine the predominant characteristics of "modernity" in order to

understand the philosophical differences between planning and design. Various authors,

including Max 'Weber 
and Jurgen Habermas, have defined modernity as something that

led to "the differentiation of the cultural value spheres" - the differentiation of art, morals,
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and science (Wilber 2000,60). In this manner, modemity allowed each sphere to develop

at its own pace without being hampered by intrusions from other spheres. Wilber notes

that such differentiations went too far and the differentiation turned into dissociation,

fragmentation, and alienation (2000, 61). Due to the phenomenal progress eventually

achieved in the various areas of science, it led to "science" becominþ the dominant

"official" worldview of modernity.

This resulted in modernist planning being dominated by comprehensive rationalism.

There appears to be a consensus in the literature that this plan-making model is precisely

modernism in planning. In this context, Hirt points to Hemmens' criticism of the

"modernist process of plan-making" as the one that emphasizes "order, hierarchy,

comprehensive and linear analysis" (Hirt 2003, 6). This comprehensive-rational model

was based on analysis and was concerned with "what is." According to de Bono, Western

thinking has been obsessed with analysis, which provides a scientific way of looking at a

situation by breaking it down into recogruzable parts (1994). This breakdown into

elements, however, comes at the cost of appreciation of the holistic interactions of a

complex system (de Bono 1994,111). In this respect, modernist plaruring appears to have

emerged as an irony: "comprehensive-rational" planning that has failed to be holistic

through the undue influence of a reductionist applied science.

On the other hand, design is more concerned with "what can be" - it attempts to bring

into being something, which did not exist before. de Bono (1994,112-13) points out that

"[t]here is a difference between measuring, describing or photographing a house and

designing and building that same house." Design is associated with parallel thinking;

parallel thinking enriches the field with possibilities laid alongside each other. Once the
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possibilities are laid alongside each other, then the outcome can be produced through the

design process (de Bono 1994, 714). Similarly, Barnett describes design as a way of

making complex decisions where a series of potential actions are interrelated and choice

on an particular issue affects choices about others (1995, 179). Such a nature of design

makes it not only a form-giving practice but also a process of "making sense together"

(Forester 1989, I l9).

Analysis is suited to deal only with standard situations in a standard manner and is

ineffective in dealing with multi-faceted change; it zeroes in, too quickly, on only one,

among many, possibilities - reducing the universe of interventions. Parallel thinking is

concerned with action rather than with description (de Bono 1994, 216). Planning is

essentially an action-oriented discipline, which strives to link knowledge (what is) and

(intentional improvement/betterment-oriented) action (what can be). Such a unique

characteristic of planning entails an equal, if not greater, emphasis on a design-based

approach in planning, rather than an analysis-dominated approach.

The Importance of Design in the contemporary Planning context

During the 1960s, the importance of design in planning was recognized. According to

Barnett, this was one of the most important changes to the practice of planning (Barnett

1995).It is also argued that the scope of design in the post-modem planning era is more

holistic as compared with the pre-modern era. It is no longer limited to the extemal

appearance of built form:

[D]esign [is] much more all-embracing, and [is] concerned with how development fits

into its social, economic and ecological context, how it deals with the activities and flows

of people and traffic that a development generates, the spaces it creates, its impact on the
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ecology and the natural processes ofthe city, and finally the aesthetic effect it produces

(Punter 1997,2).

However, design, according to Punter, remains a fundamental and a peripheral issue in

the contemporary planning context. It is fundamental because most of the development

controls that shape the design of development still remain modernist; it is peripheral

because most of these controls tend to sacrifice design in favour of other objectives

(1997). A design-privileging planning approach is a more conscious alternative than

simply "planning" or "engineering" that results in a galloping laissez-faire urbanism-

characteristic of an Edge City (Thiis-Evensen 1999). Such Edge Cities, due to a lack of

design consideration, reflect a total disregard for the otherwise inescapable connect

between a well designed built environment, and individual and collective well-being.

There is no denying the power of good design in our daily lives (Sandercock lggï, 229),

and its uitical/catalytic role in a shift towards Regional City form (Calthorpe and Fulton

2001).

Summary

This chapter has provided an introduction to the research topic-its basic aim has been an

initial attempt to arrive at a more holistic approach towards design in a post-modern

planning context, by revisiting Geddes' notion of "civics"/city design as expressed in his

Theory of the City. Chapter 2 examines Geddes' Theory of the City with an interest in

civics/city design, and his practice precedent, the Outlook Tower. Chapter 3 examines

other contemporary plaruring/design models that have attempted to achieve a coherent

theory of city design. Insights from these authors may be comparatively valuable,

especially in dealing with the waves of socio-cultural and technological changes that have

10
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influenced the field of planning in the post-Geddes era. The study also investigates

whether any of the contemporary thinkers have been able to further develop Geddes'

thinking. Chapter 4 provides a brief overview of the principles of integral theory. Chapter

5 makes an initial attempt at an integrally-informed analysis of civics/city design, and

other relevant contemporaries, to operationalize a post-modem/integral map of civics/city

design, and to identify possible questions that merit further research.

11
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PRECEDENT: THE OUTLOOK TOWER)

lntroduction

Patrick Geddes deals with the issue of design at a philosophical level in his Theory of the

City. Recalling Geddes' lecture series on Cities in Evolution in Madras, India in 1915,

Welter explains one of the distinctions that Geddes makes between city design and

planning:

City design is the necessary precondition to activities in town planning. But whereas

town planning is primarily concerned with the material aspects of a town, city design also

takes care of the psychological side of a City as a community (V/elter 2002,51).

With this interest in design, this chapter will revisit Geddes' notion of civics/city design

as expressed in his Theory of the City. During the early 1900s Geddes articulated one of

the most comprehensive urban theories that encompassed regional, historical, and

spiritual aspects of the city (Welter and Lawson 2000). This was one of the earlier

attempts to synthesizethe three cultural value spheres of science, morality, and aesthetics

(Whyte 2002,xvä).

The Notation of Life

Geddes proposed a theory to understand the human interaction with the environment in

one of his most sophisticated "thinking machines," the Notation of Life - a summarized

graphic representation of his theory of human life (see Figure 2).1 Inthis diagram Geddes

draws on concepts from different subjects such as biology, contemporary psychology,

I The current research will only investigate the Notation of Life and Geddes' notion of civics/city design.
The author, through an earlier paper, concluded that the aforementioned aspects ofGeddes' Theory ofthe
City are closely tied with the focus of this thesis-integral city design in a regional context (Joshi 2005).

12
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politics, sociology, arts, and beyond (Welter 2002,31). According to Welter and Lawson

(2000,10), "Geddes' main aim was to understand the City, its emergence, its functioning,

and its regional context, in order to plan for its future" (2000, 10)

For Geddes, the City, at the most basic level, was a system for the social and spatial

organization of human life (Welter and Lawson 2000, 10). However, life is not a static

phenomenon; it is a dynamic process. This is why Geddes, while composing the Notation

of Life, was less interested in just recording the constituent factors of life, but more

interested in charting the inter-relations (V/elter 2000,215). In his diagram, Geddes

assumes an interdependent relationship between the two principal forms of life - the

individual and the social. The Notation of Life is based on a mutually beneficial

relationship between these two forms of life, which, Geddes believed, ultimately leads to

a good life (Welter 2002,32).

The central four terms of the diagram - Town, School, Cloister, and City in deed -

represent what Welter (2002) terms "the Town-City formula." Similarly, the four terms

along the outer frame of the diagram - Acts, Facts, Thoughts ("Dreams"), and Deeds -

represent the "Act-Deed formula." The principal aim/message of the Notation of Life is

the constant evolution of both the forms of human life - individual and social - toward

ever higher forms. Geddes compares this to an upward coiling spiral (Welter 2002,33).

13
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Figure 2.TheNotation of Life. Volker lleher, Biopolis: Patrick Geddes and ttre City of Life, ZOO¿
p.32 (originally published in 1927)

From Town to City

Geddes proposes a methodology to analyze any human settlement such as a town or city

by applying the triad place-work-folk (Geddes 1904, 23). A town is situated on a certain

topographic site, which is its place; the residents of the town are involved in different

types of activities, their work. Welter explains:

With [the residents'] life structured by work and influenced by the conditions of place,

[they] would form a folk with a common superstructure of shared beliefs, traditions, and

customs" (2002,34).

14
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Geddes establishes an interrelation between the main categories of place-work-folk

fully understand the complexities of a Town - the world of action (see table 1).

Place-Folk

Place-Folk

Place

Work-Folk

Work

Work-Place

Folk

Folk-Work

Place-Folk

Table 1. Place-Work-Folk. Patrick Geddes, Civics: As Applied Sociology, 1904

From the everyday world of action-the "Town proper"-there also arises a

corresponding subjective world, which is a reflection of the objective world of action.

Geddes refers to this subjective world as Schools of thought (see Table 2). These Schools

of thought eventually are expressed in Schools of education.

According to Geddes, the Town proper and the School invariably co-exist. They engage

in a dialectical process and influence each other, which leads to altered Town or Schools

as a reflection of its counterpart. However, the main impetus in the dialectic is the

subjective world, which influences and transforms the objective world (Welter 2002,3S).

In this way, Geddes goes beyond a rational and materialistic point of view by regarding

the subjective aspects of life as an integral part of his theory.

15
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Folk Polity

Culture

Survey Imagery

Knowledge Ideas

Morals, Law
Social, Economic

Ideals, Ethics

School Cloister

Table2. Town-City Formula. ltolker Welter, Biopolis: Patrick Geddes and the City of Life, 2002,p.36

A town or any human settlement functions adequately at this stage. However, for a Town

to grow into a City, it requires some Schools to develop into Cloisters of "contemplation,

meditation, imagination." Cloisters fulfill the need, identified by Geddes, for a deeper

ethical insight and a fuller intellectual outlook (Geddes 7904,40). The activities of the

Cloister are classified into three categories: "ideals," "ideas," and "imagery." Welter

explains that: ideals are based on the knowledge of what is good; ideas or "synthetics"

are based on what is true; and imagery or aesthetics on what is beautiful (2002,36).

Consequently, ideals lead to (eu)-polity, ideas lead to culture, imagery leads to art. When

such ideas of the Cloister are transferred into practice, it gives rise to the City. Geddes

describes the emergence of a City:

Finally and supremely arises the City proper - its individuality dependent upon the

measure and form in which ideals are expressed and harmonized in social life and polity,

ideas synthesized in culture, and beauty carried outwards from the study or chamber of

the recluse into the world of art (Welter 2002,36-37).

Place
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From Act to Deed

The Town-City formula explains the process of evolution of a Town into a City. It

remains limited only to the environmental results of this transformation and does not

provide information on how this process is initiated, or on the role of a town's inhabitants

in this process. The Act-Deed formula, in a complementary manner, provides this

information (Welter 2002,38). Just like the Town-City formula, the Act-Deed formula

sets out a sequence of four steps - "acts," "facts," "dreams," and "deeds," which deal with

the "mental side" of social life (see Table 3). According to Geddes, everyone, to a certain

degree, goes through these four steps of life (Defries 1927).

These four steps are mapped under four quadrants. A vertical axis separates the passive

aspects of life on the left and active aspects on the right. Similarly, a horizontal axis

differentiates the "out-world" of human life on the top from the "in-world" at the bottom

(Defries T927). Each of these four steps is further categorized into three categories.

Acts

Place

Sense

Facts

Experience

Folk Ethno-Polity

Feelings Emotion

Deeds

Achievement

Synergy

Ideation

Imagery

(Thoughts) Dreams

Table 3. Act-Deed Formula. Volker llelter, Biopolis: Patrick Geddes and the City of Life, 2002,p.39

The first step, Acts, represents the passive objective life, which can be understood by

applying the triad place-work-folk. In addition to the objective behaviour of Town's
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inhabitants (Acts), there also exists a complementary subjective world (Facts). Geddes

refers to Facts as the "mental side" of social life and relies on the field of psychology for

explanation (Defries 1927). People rely on their "senses" to know their environment

(place); their "feelings" develop from folk; and their "experiences" develop primarily

from different activities (work). In this way, Geddes relates sense, experience, and feeling

which come into being as a reflection of place, work, and folk respectivel y (1927).

The first two levels - Acts and Facts - represent the simple aspects of human life. From

the level of simple psychology, the third step of Dreams penetrates into ,.deeper

psychology". Sense, experience, and feeling become transformed into imagery, ideation,

and emotion respectively. This enables the inhabitants of the Town to develop ideas and

plan for their future (Welter 2002,33-39). Geddes explains that even if these ideas point

toward action, not every thought transforms into action. Once these ideas are realized,

they find expression in their objective counterpart - Deeds. When the ideas of the

inhabitants ate realized on the final level, they find expression in a new type of

community' with an ethical bond and a social pu{pose (V/elter 2002,39). Thus, the Act-

Deed formula presents progressively more evolved stages of human interaction with the

environment (2000, 216).

Geddes argues that the Act-Deed formula holds true with regard to collective as well as

individual inhabitants of a Town. His rationale behind this idea can be partly explained

with the help of the time factor in the Notation of Life. Geddes considered that the fourth

quarter (Deeds) leads again to the first quarter, or fifth in that sense. Boardman explains

the process from the fourth to the fifth quarter:
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"...the world as remade by effective men of action becomes in turn the environment that

shapes other men, stimulates their mental life, which in turn leads them to change the

world still further...the succession of human generations by means of lines symbolising

this unending interplay of the four parts of life. .."(lgig, 469).

This process appears to be closely tied with Geddes' idea of civics, which will be

discussed in subsequent sections. When these two formulae are merged in the Notation of

Life, they make complete sense. The Act-Deed formula, on the outer frame, explains the

social behaviour of a group of human beings; on the other hand, the Town-City formula,

in the centre, explains the environmental results of this behaviour at various levels

(Welter 2002,39; see figure 2).

Geddes was interested in defining the best order or organization of human life, which-

among other things-requires a beautiful and healthy environment. For this, he coined

the term "civics." The Notation of Life can be read as a guide to advance/further human

life by improving the environment and vice versa ('Welter 2000,215). Through civics

Geddes greatly increased the breadth and depth of his theory in a quest to derive a theory

of "life in its evolution": a theory that dealt not only with the organic life, but also with

the psychic and ethical life. Geddes' need for such a theory is encrypted as civics in the

Notation of Life, because of his belief that the evolution of human life would always

manifest itself in the built form of a City (Welter 2002).

Civics mainly focuses on cities, their role in human evolution, their internal structures

and institutions. It is shown as a spiral running through four stages from Act to Deed and

from Town to City. As Welter explains: "His civics calls for an immediate engagement of
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citizens in the affairs of their society, leading to an improved environment, for example in

the form of garden cities" (2003,50). He propagated the idea that men and women should

build their own cities. This was Geddes' response to mass industrialism (Hall 2002,263).

It is evident here that civics called for public participation, and ultimately for an

awakening of citizenship towards civic renaissance, which was characterized by (a

collective) civic consciousness (Geddes 1904, 6-7). Civics is an important Geddesian

thought, which has emerged as a prominent theme in the post-modern planning era:

community participation/engagement in planning and design. As Law quotes:

Geddes'version of civics hanscended the limits of state citizenship, integrating an

environmental consciousness within an internationalist ethics in what before l9l4he

thought optimistically was an emerging 'new age' of,a world Society of 'societies of

societies'(2005, 5)

For the practical application of civics, Geddes used the term(s) "city design" (and city

development). Where planning addresses only the temporal aspects of a place, city design

also incorporates the psychological aspects of a City as a community. City design is

based on three broad themes: geographic considerations (a place in space); historic

considerations (a drama in time); and the spiritual aspect (Cities as coÍtmunities) (Geddes

1904,2-5). The spiritual aspect - the sense of place, of particularity, and of belonging -

marked the most significant difference between Geddes' approach to cities and modern

town planning (Whyte 2002, XIX). The spiritual aspect refers to the essence or soul (i.e.

the uni$ring reality) of the city, which should be expressed in the built form of a City.

Such built structures represent the visible expression of a "Cloister," which serves a civic

function and produces ideas for a City.
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Geddes' Practice Precedent: the Outlook Tower

Geddes developed the Outlook Tower to enable the citizens of Edinburgh to recollect the

forgotten ideas of the valley region and region-city (Welter 2002, 7B). In 1892, he

purchased a six-storey building, which had been used as a public observatory since the

mid-l850s. This was the start of a very interesting period in the building's history. The

top floor of the tower had installed a camera obscura: a periscope device of mirrors and

lenses, which throws a moving image onto a reflective table (Gillon, n.d.). "Geddes

began to develop the tower as a unique public institution, at once a tool for the city

designer and a civic museum, giving it the name the Outlook Tower" (Welter 2002,78).

The tower was planned to focus visitors on Edinburgh and its region through the synoptic

views provided by the camera obscura. The lower storeys include exhibits about larger

spatial units, ranging from Edinburgh to Scotland, the English-speaking world, Europe,

and the world. He employed interesting techniques for these exhibits: the Edinburgh

room contained a relief 'model of the city and illustrations of its architectural

development. The Scotland Room depicted the evolution of the Scottish nation traced by

alarge floor map. The world floor included exhibits such as an Episcope, which provided

a view of the world as a hollow globe (Gillon, n.d.). Thus, after viewing the Edinburgh

region directly through the camera obscura, a visitor would climb down the storeys with

fresh images of the region-city, which merged with even larger spatial units with every

subsequent floor. Through the Outlook Tower, Geddes merges the idea of the region-city

or conurbation as megastructures within a broad universal framework to understand the

interaction between man and his environment ('Welter 2002,90).
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Through the Outlook Tower Geddes sought to enable civic action: he aimed to enable

citizens to become aware of their sur¡ounding circumstances to enable them to act upon

those circumstances and to shape their future course (Osborne and Rose 2003,12). The

Outlook Tower also serves an important purpose from an integral perspective, because it

supports the idea of evolution of human consciousness - the idea of moving up the spiral

of memes (in this case the visitors of Outlook Tower) - from egocentric to ethnocentric to

world-centric (universal care) values, through Geddes' attempt to awaken regional and

world consciousness in "folk."2

Conclusion

This chapter examined Geddes' ideas on civics/city design as expressed in his Theory of

the City. Through his fourfold diagram-the Notation of Life-Geddes attempted to

arrive at a comprehensive theoretical framework that established a mutually dependent

relationship between social processes (the Act-Deed formula) and built form (the Town-

City formula) with a unified evolutionary goal. For Geddes, theory and practice went

hand-in-hand; through city design, he strived to raise people's civic consciousness in

order to empower them to plan for, and design, their owTl. srrïoundings.

Geddes' quest for a "larger modernism"- which attempted to reconcile the three value

spheres of science, morality, and aesthetics - during an era of mass industrialization was

neither well understood nor well received.

2 Spiral Dynamics represents a map of development of human consciousness. This model is based largely
on the psychological research carried out by Dr. Clare Graves (see www. spiraldynamics.net). It uses the
concept of "memes" to represent values, moralities, standards, beliefs, and priorities of individuals,
organizations, and societies. According to DeKay (2004, l3), "Memes establish and guide our worldview,
structure our thinking, set the kind of slructures we create, and determine the social proces^res we use."
(See page 22 for more description of Spiral Dynamics)
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The next chapter will investigate theories proposed by various contemporary

designers/thinkers, who have made similar attempts at grasping the "big picture," and

look for possible clues on what civics/city design might look like in a "post-modern"

planning context.
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lntroduction

The chapter examines various contemporary authors that have attempted to theorize a

"design-based approach" (in contrast to a planning or policy approach) in planning.3 The

following table summarizes the main theoretical ideas propagated by Lynch (1976),

Lewis (1996), Kelbaugh (2002), and Sandercock (1999; 20ß).4 These summaries are

followed by amore detailed examination of the theories proposed by Lynch (1981) and

Alexander (2001:' 2002; 2003), whose ideas-it is argued-are more relevant to the

purpose of the thesis.

3 
See 'The Nature of Design vis-à-vis The Nature of pìanning' in chapter I

a 
See Appendix l: Design in Planning - other Theory Underpinnings for more information about the ideas

proposed by these authors

Authórs Summary
.:

Lynch, Kevin Managing the Sense of a Region

Lynch (1976) proposed a framework of principles and methods to manage

the sensory quality - looks, sound, touch, smell - of a place. He contends

that sensory quality must be considered in planning for an entire inhabited

region (Lynch 1g16,4).His theory focuses on four principles as the basis

for planning and managing the sensory aspects of a region: Sensing and

Acting, the Image of Place and Time, Landscapes and communication, and

the Intuition of Life.
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Lewis, Philip Regional Design

Lewis (1996) proposes a "regionar design" process to reconcire rapid urban

growth with regional ecorogicar and curturar randscape features. such a

process is based on the foundation ofan "integrated ethic,, that integrates a

land ethic and a social ethic. His theory for regional design incorporates the

following principles: Life Support System; euarity of Life; Art, Nature, and

Life; Sense of Place; Diversity; and preserving options for a Range of

Choices.

Critical Regionalism - typology Diatectic

Kelbaugh focuses on architecturar scare to pran and design for city-regions.

He suggests critical regionarism, as a language for the .,architecture of

regions." critical regionalism is defined by fìve characteristics: sense of

Place, Sense of Nature, Sense of History, Sense of Craft, and Sense of

Limits. In addition to the unique architectural characteristics of a region, it

is important to maintain a curturar continuity in architecture through

Typology. To repair and maintain a city-region, Kelbaugh advocates that

regionalism and fypology must engage in a continuous dialogue.
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Table 4: Summary-Design in Planning

The ideas ofthe above authors presented in Table 4 present a good cross-section ofideas

on a design-based approach in disciplines such as urban design, landscape architecture,

architecture, and planning respectively. However, based on further investigation through

a working paper, it was ascertained that the theories proposed by Lynch (1981) and

Alexander (2002; 2003), attempt to tackle the issues of design on a grand scale, and are

more coherent and holistic than the others. Accordingly, they are more relevant for the

purpose of this study.s The following sections will examine whether Lynch and

" Only the specific aspects of the theories proposed by Alexander and Lynch that have direct relevance to
this study have been examined here. It examines the design aspects that relate to goodness of urban form
and aesthetics. In some cases, their ideas resonate with those of Geddes, and in other cases they
complement Geddes.

Authors Summary

Sandercock,

Leonie

City Building and the Vital Dimensions of Human Life

sandercock (2003) undermines the framework of modernist principles and

suggests a paradigm shift from Metropolis to Cosmopolis. She criticises

planning's post-war rush to merge with the social sciences, which led to the

separation of design from planning, and the rejection of (cultural) values, of

meaning, and of the art of city-building. Sandercock (1999) stresses that an

understanding of the social and psychological aspects of design would

further enrich the field's capacity to create meaning. Her references point to

a more design-based approach to planning while pointing to a need for

planners to be sensitive to the vital dimensions of human life: the city of

memory, the city of desire, and the city of spirit (Sandercock 2003,221).
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Alexander have carried further Geddes' thoughts on civics/city design. Moreover, it is the

author's contention that, because Lynch and Alexander are holistic thinkers, they display

a tendency to be integral. Such a tendency will help to operationalize a working concept

of post-modern/integral civics in the final chapter of the thesis.

Theory of Good City Form

Lynch (1981), in his book I Theory of Good City Form, explores the notion of urban

goodness by attempting to connect human values and the spatial, physical city. Lynch

presents a compelling argument as to why there cannot be a single normative theory of

goodness of urban form. His objections to such a normative theory are all based on the

customary argument that there is a very wide gap between general aims and specific

proposals, the abstract and the concrete, when making decisions on forms of cities. It is

very difficult to link general aims to city forms, whereas low-level goals are restrictive in

their means and unthinking of their purposes (Grange Ig9g, 64). As a consequence,

Lynch explores the notion of applying performance standards at the scale of city/city-

regions. These standards would speci$ the spatial form of the city and make the crucial

link between statements of value and statements of objective relationships. These

domains of performance include: vitality, sense, fit, access and control, and two meta-

criteria, efficiency and justice (Lynch 1981, I 17-ll9).

The performance standards help to generalize certain identifiable characteristics of the

performance of cities due to their spatial qualities, and which are "more or less',

measurable. There are some important characteristics that these perfornance dimensions

should have in order to be useful: these dimensions should primarily refer to the spatial

form of the city and retain an explicit connection to particular features of form; it should
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be possible to connect these characteristics to goals and values of any culture, which, in

various situations, will allow different groups of people to choose satisfactory thresholds;

and the measurements on these dimensions should be able to deal with change over

time-these measurements should ideally deal with present conditions and may "include

a drift of events toward the future" (Lynch 1981, l l1-13).

In the context of these performance dimensions, Lynch tends to agree with some aspects

of the normative theory, "City as Organism." An ecosystem appears to be very similar to

human settlement. The idea of ecology looks at systems of relations in a city as a whole.

It deals very well with complex systems, with change, with organic and inorganic

elements (Lynch 1981, 115). However, this analogy has its own drawbacks. Lynch was a

proponent of continuous development of the individual or the small group and their

culture. He describes this process as:

[A] process of becoming more complex, more richly connected, more competent,

acquiring and realizing new powers-intellectual, emotional, social, and physical. If

human life is a continued state of becoming, then its continuity is founded on growth and

development (and its development on continuity: the statement is circular) (Lynch 1981,

il 6).

In the context of the general views described above, a brief explanation of the

performance dimensions is provided below (Lynch 1991, I I S-20).

Vitalify: This is an anthropological criterion and measures the degree to which the spatial

form of the city supports the vital functions-the biological requirements and capabilities

of human beings. It also looks at how the spatial form is able to protect the survival of

species.
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Sense: This aspect deals with the degree to which "the settlement can be clearly

perceived and mentally differentiated and structured in time and space by its residents."

Sense also creates a connection between the environment, an individual's sensory and

mental capabilities, and the cultural constructs.

Fit: The fit of human settlement refers to how well its spatial and temporal form

corresponds with the customary behaviour of its residents-it is the match between place

and whole patterns of behaviour, as well as their adaptability to future action. Such a

characteristic of fit makes it intimately dependent on culture.

Access: One of the special advantages of modern cities is the improved access they

allow. This dimension measures a settlement's ability to reach other persons, activities,

resources, services, information, or places.

Control: The degree to which use and access to spaces, their creation, modification,

repair, and management are controlled by the people who use, work, or reside in those

places. This aspect promotes true ownership of space. According to Lynch, in a good

settlement place control is certain, responsible, and congruent to its users (present,

potential, and future) and to the structure of the problems of the place. Continuity of any

human society is dependent on good control of its place. However, it is critical that

responsibility underlies such control, to ensure development of the individual and of the

small group (1981 ,220).

The meta-criteria----efficiency and justice-serve as sub-dimensions to each of the five

basic dimensions.
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Efficiency: This criterion deals with the cost of creating and maintaining a settlement

while balancing the level of achievement in some perforïnance to a loss in other.

Justice: Justice balances the distribution of environmental benefits and costs among

stakeholders on the basis of a particular principle---equity, need, intrinsic worth, ability to

pay, effort expended, potential contribution, or power.

These measures provide a context for discussions about spatial, physical, social, and

political organization and quality of human settlements (Ford lggg,255-66). The idea of

goodness in form varies considerably based on the type and make-up of society.

Accordingly, Lynch postulates these dimensions as ranges rather than standards, which

can be specified more precisely over time through experiments This relies on an

optimism about human beings' capacity to learn: "the city is not the manifestation of

some iron law but rather part of changing human culture and aspiration" (MIT 2004). To

summarize, good city form is:

[V]ital (sustenant, safe, and consonant); it is sensible (identifìable, stmctured, congruent,

transparent, legible, unfolding, and significant); it is well fitted (a close match of form

and behaviour which is stable, manipulable, and resilient); it is accessible (diverse,

equitable, and locally manageable); and it is well controlled (congruent, certain,

responsible, and intermittently loose). And all these are achieved with justice and internal

efficiency (Lynch 1981, 235).

Theory of Unfolding Wholeness

Christopher Alexander carried out research based on the belief that'....built

environments of the past-for example, a city like Venice or Oxford, or a building like

Chartres Cathedral or a Japanese farmhouse - regularly held a palpable sense of unity and
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harmony" (Seamon 2004). Alexander's more recent work attempts to understand the

fundamental truths of traditional ways of building, and-more importantly-the

characteristics of "life" and beauty in buildings and towns. He criticizes modem

architecture swelling with ego, technological expertise, and form-making ingenuity,

which lacks soul, heart, and understanding of what makes some places more liveable than

others (Gay 2001). Accordingly, he confronts the "fundamental questions of human

feeling, spirit, beauty, and above all two areas of content: the nature of configurations

themselves, and the genesis of new configurations (i.e. the processes by which buildings

are conceived and made)" (Alexander 2002,3).

Nature of Configurations

Alexander's theory of Unfolding Wholeness attempts to redefine the cosmology of

architecture and planning by redefining the procedures of planning, design, and building.

He explores the nature of a particular kind of order that creates wholeness and coherency

in architecture. Wholeness begets life, which involves qualities such as good health, well

being, and beauty' He introduces the concept of life in structures, which is a necessary

criterion for quality in buildings. The degree of life in a structure is directly related to its

functional and geometric order, which makes it amenable to empirical treatment.

(Alexander 2001)

Through extensive empirical research, Alexander proposes fifteen recurrent geometric

structural features that correlate to the degree of life or wholeness, which leads to a

renewed sense of urban place (Alexander 2003, 10). These fifteen structural features

appearrepeatedly in objects thathave life. These are (Alexander200l,70):
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LevelsofScale:Thewaythatastrongcentreis.ude

centres contained in it, and paftly by its larger strong centres, which contain it.

Strong Centres: It defines the way that a strong centre requires a spatial fìeld-like effect,

created by other centres, as the primary source of its strength.

Boundaries; The way in which the field-like effect of a centre is strengthened by the

creation of a ring-like centre, made of smaller centres which surround and intensi$r the

first.

Alternating Repetítíon: The way in which centres are strengthened when they repeat, by

the inseftion of other centres between the repeating ones.

Positive Space: The way that a given centre must draw its strength, in part, from the

strength of other centres immediately adjacent to it in space.

Good Shape: The way that the strength of a given centre depends on its actual shape, and

the way this effect requires that even the shape, its boundary, and the space around it are

made up of strong centres.

Local Symmetries: The way that the intensity of a given centre is increased by the extent

to which other smaller centres which it contains are themselves arranged in locally

symmetrical groups.

Deep Interlock and Ambiguity: The way in which the intensity of a given centre can be

increased when it is attached to nearby strong centres, through a third set ofstrong

centres that ambiguously belong to both.

Contrast: The way that a centre is strengthened by the sharpness of the distinction

befween its character and the character ofsurrounding centres.
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source: Fifteen Properties of Life. christopher Alexander, whole Earth,2002,70-73

Wholeness consists of "a recursively nested system of centres, all more or less living

ones. It displays the fifteen properties, and in a sense one might say that the fifteen

properties are the primitive conf,rgurations from which all wholeness is built...the

wholeness may always be viewed as a nested system of local symmetries, and it is the

configuration of the system of nested local symmetries which gives us the character of

any particular wholeness, in any particular configwation" (Alexander 2002,19).

Modernist/mechanistic processes cannot create such living structures displaying such

wholeness.

Roughness: The way that the field effect of a given centre draws its strength, necessarily,

from irregularities in the sizes, shapes, and arrangements ofother nearby centres.

Gradients: The way a centre is strengthened by a graded series of different-sized centres

which tlren "point" to the new centre and intensi! its effect.

Echoes: The way that the strength of a given centre depends on similarities of angle and

orientation and systems of centres forming characteristic angles thus forming larger

centres, among centres it contains.

Void: The way that the intensity of every centre depends on the existence of a still

place-an empty centre-somewhere in its field.

Símplícity and Inner Calm: The way the strength of a centre depends on its simplicity-

on the process of reducing the number of different centres which exist in it, while

increasing the strength of these centres to make them weigh more.

Non-Separateness: The way that the life and strength of a centre is merged smoothly-

sometimes even indistinguishably-with the centres that form its surroundings.
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Unfolding Wholeness / Structure-Preserving Transformations

Alexander argues that living architecture can only be done successfully, when a particular

kind of process (of design and construction) is followed (2002,3). To understand these

processes he looks to processes in nature to understand the principle of unfolding

wholeness; he studies the process of formation of a spiral galaxy, formation of a frog

embryo, a breaking wave in the ocean, and so on.6 Such natural processes help to

understand the essential characteristics of the principle of unfolding wholeness. Such a

system has a strong tendency to follow the direction in which its existing centres are

intensified, and creates new centres that reinforce the larger wholeness that existed before

(Alexander 2002,47).

Such a process differs significantly from the current processes being followed in

architecture and city building-living structure arising from the process of unfolding

always arises slowly, through successive transformations that are gradual/smooth and

structure-preserving (Alexander 2002,48). The following sketch illustrates an example of

a sequence of structure-preserving transformations.

üt_r,ffiffi,,ffi ffi
Figure 3: Structure-Preserving Transformati ons. Christopher Alexander, The Process of Creating Life,
2002,52

In order to generate a living structure, a structure-preserving transformation always

maintains the structwe of wholeness, and introduces only the very essential elements of

â,
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6 
For further details, please refer to Alexander 's Nature of Order,Book 2: The Process of Creating Life.
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the new structure. Such a view ofaesthetics is based on the ethical foundation ofrespect

for what exists (Alexander 2002,83).

The structure we know...as living structure which has unfolded smoothly and naturally,

arising step by step from what exists, preserving the structure of what exists, and

allowing the "new" to grow in the most natural \ryay as a development from the structure

of "what is" (2002,84).

Traditional methods of building almost universally incorporated such structure-

preserving/unfolding processes that allowed the buildings to support life. Absence of life

in modernist buildings results because the processes that create artefacts, buildings,

neighbourhoods, and so on do not have the character of unfolding wholeness (Alexander

2002,86).

Complex Systems

Modern buildings and cities are very complex. Science has traditionally studied the world

by breaking things down into smaller analyzable parts-all too often missing out on the

bigger picture/gestalt. As MacGill points out, 'o'We can dissect a rat and learn a lot about

dead rats, but still not know much about live rats,' (2006).

Architecture creates a majority of the built environment and affects billions of people;

thus, it really matters that things are done right (Alexander 2003,4). It is, therefore,

important to have a theory of complexity that enables an effiective and sensible way of

thinking about creating complexity. The fundamental law about the creation of

complexity states, "[all] the well-ordered complex systems we know in the world...are

generated structures, not fabricated structures," for example, the human brain, the forests
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of the Amazon, fire, currents of air, and so on are generated, not fabricated. This is also

true of the built environment (2002,190).

To achieve goodness in a complex system, every identifiable sub-system will be in good

condition. Thus a good complex system helps the systems around it, and the systems that

are part of it. In the context of built environment, Alexander presents an example of a row

of houses in which every house helps the street; in which every garden helps every house,

and so on (2003,7).

The geometry of structures that have been created by a living process is always-as

Alexander terms ¡1-"generated" as opposed to structures that are "fabricated.,'

Characteristics of Generated Structures

Generated structures, as the name suggests, always generate/unfold over time. Because of

their tendency to unfold over time generated structures avoid mistakes.T Through the

process of unfolding, generated structures correct their mistakes by adaptation to the

difficulties and opportunities posed by the conditions of the place. It is this tendency of

generated structures that makes them greatly superior to fabricated structures, which are

created in the contemporary planning/design/development process (Alexander 2002,

I 87).

Generated structures undergo structure-preserving transformations over time, and

therefore avoid mistakes; they are beautiful and coherent wholes with a shong component

of human reality that promotes human growth and well-being.

1^Fo, 
udetailed explanation on how mistakes are made in fabricated structures, see Chapter Six: Generated

Structure of Book 2,The Process of Creating Life by Alexander.
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The consequences of the living process would influence the modem society in a profound

way. It will create a selÊaware human society with knowledge of wholeness and holistic

connection with the whole. Feeling-based processes would drive architecture and

planning to create living structures (Alexander 2002, 566-67). Alexander contemplates

that in future,

IS]uch living process will cover and completely generate, in biological fashion, the

natural and human-made and built environmeut that we may ultimately leam to call our

living Earth.

Summary

This chapter has examined Lynch's and Alexander's ideas on "goodness" in urban form.

Lynch (1981) moved away from the normative approach towards city building. Instead,

he explored the notion of performance standards that can be applied to city scale. Grange

lauds Lynch's approach as quasi-cosmological (7999,64). However, Lynch, most likely

because of his academic background, relies heavily on the parameters of spatial form to

create good and robust urban places.

Alexander, on the other hand, creates noûns for the practice of city design-norms that

are focused on the process of creating structures (means) and not the ultimate form

(ends). Alexander develops these processes based on respect for traditional methods of

building that incorporate structure-preserving transformations, through piecemeal

application and adaptation, and generate structures that have "life"/wholeness. Such

structures incorporate qualities such as good health, well-being, and beauty.

Possible parallels between Geddes, Lynch, and Alexander will be considered in more

detail in the final chapter. An initial attempt will be made at bringing together these
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different approaches within the uniffing framework of integral theory. This will inform

speculation on what an integral version of civics/city design might look like, and some

ideas on a post-modem Outlook Tower.
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CHAPTER 4 INTEGRAL THEORY

lntroduction

Lynch and Alexander's ideas on city design, and the importance of design in planning

were examined in the previous chapters. In order to revisit/reinforce the role of design

along the lines of Geddes' civics, it might be helpful to fundamentally re-conceive and

reotganize an understanding of these authors within an integral framework.

Background to lntegral Theory

Integral theory, proposed by Ken V/ilber and others, presents a framework for thinking

about and integrating understanding of the world. Integral theory was created based on

results derived from an extensive cross-cultural comparative study of known forms of

human inquiry (Goodall et aI.2003, 3). The result was a comprehensive map or an all-

inclusive map that included the best elements from all of them. Such a map uses all of the

known systems and models of human growth-spiritual growth, psychological growth,

social growth-and distils their major components into five major aspects (Wilber 2005).

Integral theory attempts to abstract a number of core principles from major disciplines

including psychology, sociology, physics, biorogy, politics, religion, mysticism, and

more.

For the purposes of this research, it is worthwhile to examine the integral framework,

which entails simultaneously transcending the ideas proposed by Geddes (1904;1905;

1927), Alexander (2001; 2002; 2003), and Lynch (19g1) and incorporating the key

elements of each. "This is essentially, AND - rather than OR - thinking: the main

impulses are integration, to supplement the differentiation, and inclusion, in part (not
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necessarily as a whole)" (Wight 2000,3). Such an all-inclusive alternative framework

comes as an appropriate response to the currently prevalent reductionist and pluralistic

lines of inquiry in planning academia.

Overview of Principles

The following sections provide a simplified summary of the ideas expressed in integral

theory. There are five major aspects in integral theory: quadrants, levels, lines, states, and

types. However, considering the scope of the research, only the first three aspects are

discussed.s

Quadrants

One of the core principles of integral theory is that any entity, concept or issue has three

aspects that must always be taken into account for a complete understanding (Wilber

2001). These aspects refer to the fact that all major languages have first-, second-, and

third-person pronouns i.e. I, you/we, and it. These dimensions of reality are referred to as

the "Big Three" and their different versions are shown in Figure 4.

t w" do not consider here the aspects 'states' and 'types', due to constraints of the scope of the research.
Interested readers should read '? Theory of Everything" in which lVilber presents a concise version of his
integral vision.
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I

Art

The Beautiful

Self

Beauty

Figure 4: The Big Three.

INTEGRAL THEORY

Interior-Individual [I]

Intentional

Interior-Collective [WE]

Cultural

WE

Morals

The Good

Culture

Ideals

IT

Science

The True

Nature

Ideas

This perspective indicates that every event in the manifest world has all three of these

dimensions (wilber 2005). "rt" can sometimes appear in its plural form ..its,,, which then

provides four "quadrants": I, we, it, and its-or the intentional, cultural, behavioural, and

social dimensions of all human beings (Integral Institute). These four aspects are

represented as four quadrants generated by the intersection ofa vertical and a horizontal

axis (see Figure 5). For example, to fully understand a human being based on an integral

framework one must take into account the "I" (self and consciousness), the ,.it" (brain

and organism), the "we" (culture and worldview), ffid the "its,, (social system and

environment) (Wilber 2001,43; see Figure 5).

Exterior-Individual [IT]

Behavioural

Figure 5: Four Quadrants

Exterior-Collective [ITS]
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A critical principle of integral theory is that all of these quadrants

they influence each other. It is interesting to note that some of the

can be mapped under the quadrants (Integral Institute).

Upper Left (UL): phenomenology, psychotherapy, meditation,

personal transformation

Upper Right (UR): empiricism, scientific analysis, quality

modification

are interdependent and

major modes of inquiry

emotional intelligence,

control, behavioural

Lower Left (LL): multiculturalism, postmodernism, worldviews, corporate culture,

collective values

Lower Right (LR): systems theory, social systems analysis, techno-economic modes,

communication networks, systems analysis

Levels or Stages of Development

Wilber points out that reality, according to perennial philosophy, is composed of various

levels of existence or levels of being and knowing (2000, 5). He explains such levels of

existence through the Great Nest of Being. There is a cross-cultural agreement regarding

the general levels of the Great Nest: matter, body, mind, soul, and spirit. These basic

levels transcend and include its predecessors. "... [S]o that living bodies transcend but

include minerals, minds transcend but include vital bodies, luminous souls transcend but

include conceptual minds, and radiant spirit transcends and includes absolutely

everything" ('Wilber 2000, 8). These levels are referred to as holons. A holon is a

whole/part i.e. neither a singular whole, nor a singular part, but an intrinsic combination;

the interrelationship among holons is expressed as holarchy (2000,7).
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Many other disciplines and theorists have conceived their own levels, which can be

useful depending on the situation. Examples of such levels are Maslow's Needs

Hierarchy, Piaget's child development levels, the Hindu Chakras, and human social

development (from the Paleolithic age to Globalization). The Hindu chakra system

identifies seven major stages of consciousness. On the other hand, the famous

anthropologist Jean Gebser uses five stages-archaic, magic, mythic, rational, and

integral (Wilber 2005). Wilber illustrates that most of these levels share important

similarities across a developmental space. All these examples are valid, and the choice

about which levels to use depends upon their appropriateness.

One of the more popular stage conceptions that 'Wilber uses is the model of Spiral

Dynamics. This model is based on the work of Clare Graves who proposed an elaborate

system of human development.e According to Spiral Dynamics, human development

proceeds through eight general levels or value memes.t0 For convenience, this model uses

different colours to represent different memes (Wilber 2001,7). Table 5 provides a brief

description of all eight levels and their corresponding consciousness/worldviews.

e 
See Appendix2,"AMini-Course in Spiral Dynamics,, by NVC Consultingr0 According to Spiral Dynamics, a "Vmeme" (value-set meme) is a basic stage of development that can be

expressed in any activity.
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Survival;biogenicneedssatisfa"tion;rep.od@

Noticed in:

First human societies, newborn infants, senile persons, Alzheimer,s victims,

starving masses, shell shock.

Placatespiritrealm;honouranceStorS;p'otect@

Belief in voodoo-like curses, blood oaths, ancient grudges, family rituals,

relatively strong in third-world context, good luck charms.

Power/action; asserting self to dominate other@

Noticed in:

The "terrible twos," feudal kingdoms, epic heroes, frontier mentalities, New-

Age narcissism, wild rock stars.

Stability/order; obedience to earn reward tuter@

Puritan America, confucian china, Dickensian England, Singapore discipline,

totalitarianism, codes of chivalry and honour, charitable good deeds, religious

fundamental ism, B oylG irl Scouts,,,moral maj ority',, patriotism

Opportunity/success; competing to u"hieue@
Noticed in:

The Enlightenment, wall Street, emerging middle classes around the world,

cosmetics industry, trophy hunting, colonialism, the cold war, fashion

industry, materialism, secular humanism, riberal selÊinterest, (.,Thatcher

Years"?)
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Table 5: Spiral of Development. NVC consulting, AMini cou.se in s¡ral Dynamicq
www.spiraldynamics.org

Each of the quadrants consists of such levels of growth or development or evolution.

Integral theory advocates the idea of moving up the levels in all four quadrants, in an

embrace of ever-increasing, but organized, complexity.

Lines of Development

Within each quadrant, there are one or more lines, which go through a number of levels

of development. This aspect is based on the idea of multiple intelligences made popular

by Howard Gardner. Examples of various multiple intelligences are listed below (V/ilber

2005).

. Cognitive (awareness of what is)

. Moral (awareness of what should be)

Meme Worldview

Green

Harmony/love; joining for mutual growth; awareness; belonging

Noticed in:

Deep ecology, postmodernism, ljberation theology, cooperative inquiry, v/orld

council of churches, Greenpeace, animal rights, politically correct, human

rights issues.

Yellow

Independence/selÊworth; fitting a living system; knowing; good questiòns

Noticed in:

Too few people to form identifiable grouping

Turquoise

Global community/life force; survival of life on Earth; consciousness

Noticed in:

Too few people to form identifiable grouping
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. Emotional or affective (spectrum of emotions)

. Interpersonal (how I socially relate to others)

. Needs (Maslow's need hierarchy)

. Self-identity ("who am I"?)

. Aesthetic (self-expression, beauty, art, and felt meaning)

. Spiritual

. Values (what a person considers most important)

All the above are lines of development that unfold in stages or levels of growth and

development (2005). Figure 6 shows the psychograph of a person who is highly

developed in cognitive development and is good in moral development, but poorly

developed in terms of interpersonal and emotional intelligence.

o
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Lines of Development

Figure 6: Psychograph. Ken l4/ilber,The Integral Operating System, 2005.
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lntegral Map

All of the above aspects-quadrants, levels, and lines-are referred to as all quadrant-all

level or AQAL in short, which is where they all fit together. The following figure,

focused on humans, shows details of the four quadrants.

Figure 7: Quadrants Focused on Humans. Ken llilber, The Integral Operating
System, 2005.

"All quadrants show growth, development, or evolution" (wilber 2005). In the UL

quadrant, the self unfolds into higher levels of consciousness from archaic to egocentric,

conformist, rational, pluralistic, and potentially into the second tier. The UR quadrant

looks at the levels of brain evolution. In the LL quadrant, the "we" evolves from pre-

modem to modern to post-modern or in other words, from egocentric to ethnocentric to

worldcentric. This growth in "we" allows the LR or social systems to expand from simple
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groups (levels 1,2) to more complex systems such as nations (levels 3,4,5) and finally

to global systems (levels 6, 7) (Wilber 2007, 42-55;2005).

It is important to note here that the levels in all four quadrants are linked-to develop to a

certain level of a social system in the LR quadrant (i.e. corporate states) it is necessary for

members of society to be at a cefain level in the LL quadrant of culture (i.e. scientific-

rational) and worldview (modernism). At the same time an individual's level of

consciousness in the UL quadrant needs to be at a certain level (i.e. "orange" meme),

which can only be achieved if the brain in the UR quadrant has evolved to a certain

degree (Goodall et al.2003,4-5).

Conclusion / Summary

This chapter has outlined the main principles of integral theory for an understanding of

the world. This framework allows bringing together different approaches within an

integrating framework of the four quadrants-I, IT, ITS, and WE-by incorporating the

key elements from each approach and simultaneously transcending them. As discussed

above, each quadrant incorporates different levels of growth or development, also

referred to as holons in a holarchy. For example, the Great Nest of Being, Spiral

Dynamics, Maslow's Needs Hierarchy, and so on.

It is argued here that integral framework can provide apart of the explanation about why

Geddes' thinking about civics/city design did not align with the "conventional" thinking

at the time. The early 20th century was characterized, by a rise in modernity. Wilber

explains that modernity, for the first time, Ied to the separation of the three value spheres.

However, this separation went too far and turned into "dissociation," which led to

"science" becoming the off,icial dominant outlook; according to Wilber, modernity was
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committed to an empirical-scientifìc outlook (2000). Such an outlook led to the reduction

of all realities into the Right-Hand correlates. In addition, it is inferred that, the

conventional dominant worldview of fin-de-siècle Europe was quickly transitioning from

the Blue meme level to the level of the Orange meme, which eventually became the

dominant meme. Therefore, Geddes' attempt to arrive at a "Iarger modernism" by

integrating the value spheres of art, science, and morality through his Theory of the City

did not match well with the conventional thinking of the time. Simil arly, it is recognized

that the resistance and reluctance faced by Alexander's Nature of Order is due to a

society that is dominated by Orange and Green memes.
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CHAPTER 5 SYNTHESIS

lntroduction

This final chapter examines Geddes' ideas on civics/city design through an integral lens.

Geddes attempted to achieve a grand synthesis of science, morality, and aesthetics during

the early 20th century, a time when great advances were being made in the field of

science. Writing around a century later, King indicates that once again there are

contemporary thinkers grappling with the "big picture." He ascertains that there is a

particular affinity between Geddes and the contemporary thinkerþhilosopher V/ilber

(King 2001,5). Through an initial attempt to make sense of Geddes' ideas on civics/city

design, this thesis confirms King's contention that Geddes was proto-integral in his

thinking and practice. This obviously raises questions/speculations as to what an integral

map of civics would look like in conception, especially now when an inclusive, balanced,

and process-oriented approach is becoming more important than ever, in the context of

contemporary planning/design debates on desirable city forms.

Lynch (1981) and Alexander (2001;2002;2003) whose ideas about city design display

an integral tendency were examined in chapter 3. This chapter attempts to integrate and

map the ideas propagated by Geddes, Lynch, and Alexander within an integral

framework to arrive at an integral map of civics/city design. Such an approach presents a

very tentative first step towards creating a composite map that recognizes and includes

the best elements of civics/city design from all three approaches. An initial quadrant

analysis is described in the following section.
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Prospectin g I nteg ration Possibil ities

To prospect any kind of integration, it is important to understand whether the city design

ideas proposed by Geddes, Lynch, and Alexander incorporate the four different

perspectives that are available to any sentient holon-I (Interior-individual), IT (Exterior-

individual), ITS (Exterior-collective), and WE (Interior-collective). For the sake of

simplicity, I will collapse the four quadrants into the "Big Jþ¡ss"-f, WE, and IT/S. This

section will also attempt to understand whether the three authors, in a direct or indirect

way, recognize the different "stages" or "levels" of growth in the different quadrants.

Such an examination will form the basis for bringing together and integrating these

different approaches to city design.

As explained in the previous chapters-Geddes' Notation of Life expressing his

ideas/activities in town planning and city design; Lynch's five performance dimensions

and two meta-criteria specifuing the spatial form of the citylcity-region; and Alexander's

theory of unfolding wholeness that creates "life" in buildings-are central to

understanding their ideas on civicsicity design. The following table presents an initial

attempt to bring together these main ideas from a Big Three perspective.
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Levels/stages of
rDevelepment

I,
(Subjective - Art; The

Beaùtiful, Self)' '

tilE
(tnter-subjective -
Morals, The Good;

Culture) ,

IT/S
(Objective llnter-

objective - Science, The
True, Nature)

Ge ddes: Notation of Life (Spatial Form; Town-City Formula)
Town

(Stage 1)

Folk
(A common superstructure of shared beliefs,

traditions, and customs)

Study of Anthropology

Place

(Town's location and

geographic conditions
i.e. the region)

Study ofGeography

Work
(Different activities of

people)

Study of Economics
School

(Meta-stage)

Morals, law

Schools of History and Biography

Survey (one becomes

familiar with the

environmentlplace
through her senses)

Knowledge

Schools of Statistics,
Economics, Geography,

and Topographv
Cloister

(Meta-stage)
Imagery/aesthetics (it is

based on the

understanding of what
is "beautiful")

Ideals/ethics (it is
based on the

understanding of what
is "good")

Ideas/ "synthetics" (it is

based on the

understanding of what
is "true")

City
(Stage 2) Art Culture Polity
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Levels/stages of
Development

I,
(Subjective - A¡t, The

Beáuti l, Sel$

.WE
(Inter subjective -
Mgrals, The Good,
. , ,, Culture)

rr (s)
(Objective/Inter.

objective - Sciencé, The
True, Nature)

Ged des: Notation of Life (Soc al Behaviour / Act-Deed Formula)
Acts

(Staee I
Folk

Place

Work
Facts

(Meta-stage;

Simple
psychology)

Sense (a person comes

to know her
environment through

her senses)

Experience
(experiences are

developed primarily
from activities)

Feeling (feelings are

developed from folk)

Sense (a community
perceives its

environment through
its senses)

Experience
(experiences are

developed primarily
through the

communit¡r's activities)

Feeling (feelings are

developed from folk)
Dreams

(Meta-stage;

"Deeper"
psychology)

Imagery (a person's

sense impressions get

re-arranged as personal

images)

Ideation (a person's

experience gets clarified
into rational ideas)

Emotion (at this stage,

feelings become

individualized as

emotions)

Imagery (a
community's sense

impressions get re-
arranged as personal

images)

Ideation (a
communit¡i's

experience gets

clarified into rational
ideas)

Emotion (at this stage,

feelings become

individualized as

emotions)
Deeds

(Stage 2)
Achievement

Synergetic Action

Ethno-Polity

Achievement

Synergetic Action

Ethno-Polity
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Discussion

According to Wilber, these authors, as sentient individual holons, potentially have four

different perspectives available to them-I, IT, ITS, and WE (2005). Therefore, their

Lelels/stages of
.DeVelopment

:. I
(Subjéctive - Art, The

Beautiful; SelÐ

WE
(Inter-subjective -
Morals, The Good,

Culture)

rr (s)
(Obj ective/Inter.obj ectiv e

- Science, The True,
Nature)

Geddes: City Design (Application of Civics
Historic

Considerations

Spiritual Aspect ("an
attempt to unifu
citizens into a

community or folk by
emphasizing the soul

of the city")

Geographic

considerations (natural

origins; city in a region
context)

Lynch: Good City Form
Sense Fir

Efficiency

Justice

Vitality

Access

(Spatial) Control

Alexander: Unfolding Wholeness
Process of
Unfolding
Wholeness

Or

Structure-
preserving

Transformations

Degree of Life

Feeling or Sense of
Wholeness

Fifteen Geometric
Properties

(Levels of Scale, Strong
Centres, Boundaries,

Alternative Repetition,
Positive Space, Good

Shape, Local
Symmetries, Deep

Interlock and Ambiguity,
Contrast, Gradients,

Roughness, Echoes, The
Void, Simplicity and

Inner Calm, and Non-
Separateness)
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respective theories on city design are essentially a reflection ofthe different perspectives

or dimensions available to them.

Notation of Lfe

Geddes' Notation of Life builds a very complex and dynamic picture focusing on the

socio-spatial form of human settlements in the form of the Act-Deed formula and the

Town-City formula, as well as individual and collective endeavour----civics---encrypted

in the form of a spiral running through the four steps of both the formulae (King 2001, 5;

see figure 2). Geddes clearly recognized an individual's "civic consciousness" as a line of

development, which goes through different stages of growth/development: the four steps

of the Act-Deed formula, and the corresponding evolution of ever more complex spatial

form in the Town-City formula. The fourth step in the Act-Deed formula is not the

highest stage of growth; it again leads to the first or fifth step. Defries explains this

unending evolution/growth of human life as "...the world as remade by effective men of

action becomes in turn the environment that shapes other men, stimulates their mental

life, which in turn leads them on to change the world still further" (Defries lg2r).

Geddes, however, during his time, could not provide an explanation for the evolution of

human life to more complex forms of existence. According to vy'elter,

To leave the step from the passive to the active in-world not only unexplained but

mystified undermines the value of the Notation of Life as a coherent theory. Yet this was

no problem for Geddes. Even if the central aspect of human life is beyond human

understanding, it is not beyond experience (2002,46).

Geddes could not provide an explanation for the different stages of growth/development

that humans undergo; a possible explanation for this could be because knowledge was
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localized atthat time. However, it is clear that he did have an awareness that such growth

does happen. Knowledge in the 2lst century is global, and the different stage

conceptions-Spiral Dynamics; Jean Gebser's 5 stages (archaic, magic, mythic, rational,

and integral); the chakra system, the Great Chain (matter, body, mind, soul, and spirit),

and so on-that Wilber uses in integral theory provide an elaborate explanation of what

Geddes was grappling with, at the turn of the 20th century (wilber 2005).r t

The psychological roots of the Notation of Life, and the close relationship between

individual and collective actions and lives, were an important aspect of Geddes, city

design (Welter 2002,40). For Geddes, city design, focusing on the physical structure and

urban fabric of human settlement, was an application of civics; therefore, city design

aimed for collective civic consciousness and a coresponding collective endeavour by the

community to enable/empower them to take control and design their own physical

environment (2002,51). City design dealt with the three different dimensions: historic,

geographic, and spiritual.

This thesis focuses on the spiritual aspect of city design because it marks the most

significant difference between Geddes' approach and modernist planning. From an

integral perspective, it can be hypothesized that city design----especially its spiritual

aspect---corresponds with the notion of a city as a "social" or collective holon. A social

holon loosely relates to the lower two quadrants. According to Wilber, individual and

social holons have certain similarities, but they are not the same; social holons do not

possess an"l" perspective like individual holons; instead, they possess a "dominant mode

" Fo,nlor" information on different stage conceptions refer the charts in Wilber's ,.Integral psychoìogy,,
(2000,197-217).
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of discourse" (WE and ITS). In addition, in a social holon the relationship between

individual holons is based on "membership" because individual holons are not

constituents of a social holon. Therefore, a social holon is not a second order of an

individual holon. Examples of social holons include a flock of geese, a group of people,

and so on. Typically, social holons have a "nexus" agency, which influences the

dominant mode of discourse (V/ilber 2005).

Wilber uses integral semiotics to explain social holons. A sentence is a social holon. It is

composed of individual words (IT), which Wilber terms as signifiers. When any signifier

is spoken, a corresponding mental image/reflection is created in every individual,s mind

i.e. signified. Syntax, as we know, deals with the specific arangement of words, which

creates a sentence (ITS).In different groups or cultures, different syntaxes have different

shared meanings or semantics (WE) associated with them.

Geddes argued that the evolution of Town into City required the development of

Cloisters into the urban fabric. Such cloisters would act as nexus agencies, whose

purpose is to unite a group of individual holons (I's) into a social holon (ITS) by

manifesting the spirilunifying reality of the society in the built form. In this way city

design, through interventions into the spatial form of the city, attempts to unite the

individual holons (I's) of a town into a community or a folk with a collective

understanding of civic consciousness (WE) and a dominant mode of discourse with a

civic purpose.

The Outlook Tower in Edinburgh was another tool for city design; it aimed to instil

higher stages of civic consciousness into its visitors. By exposing the visitors to higher

and more complex exterior spatial correlates (IT/S)-Edinburgh and its region to
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Scotland to the English-speaking world to Europe to the entire world-Geddes was

attempting to stimulate visitors' civic consciousness (I/WE) to evolve to higher levels of

being-from preconventional ("me") to conventional ("us") to postconventional (,,all of

us"); or from egocentric to sociocentric to worldcentric (Geddes 1905; Wilber 2000;

charts).

It is evident here that Geddes, through his activities in city design, was aiming for a

"latgeÍ" modernism by attempting to fill the void at the centre of society left by

modernity, which was defined by scientific empiricism and antagonistic stances toward

spirituality and religion (Wilber 2000,57). Thus, the various temple schemes proposed

by Geddes appear to represent the necessary elements of city design attempting to

synthesize the "Big fþss"-¿rt, science, and religion. "It was the core of Geddes' life's

work in thought and action to restore that balance and ensure that things do connect,,

(King 2001,6).

Theory of Good City Form

It is clear from the tables earlier in this chapter that Lynch recognizes the close

relationship between human values and spatial form, i.e. between interior states/stages

and the exterior correlates of the four quadrants. Accordingly, his theory specifies spatial

form by attempting to establish the crucial link between statements of value and

statements of objective relationships. Lynch's five performance dimensions primarily

refer to and specifu the spatial form: Vitality, Sense, Fit, Access, and Control. These

dimensions illustrate the evidence of I, WE, and IT/S perspectives to a certain degree.

The two meta-criteria, efficiency and justice, that introduce culture-specific statements of
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value, form the underpinnings on which spatial form is based. This gives a humane

dimension to Lynch's theory and makes it almost quasi-cosmological (Grange lggg,64).

Similar to Geddes, Lynch is also aware of the different stages/levels of growth in

humans, and the crucial role that spatial form plays in supporting human development

along different lines such as intellectual, emotional, social (inter-personal), and physical.

[A] process of becoming more complex, more richly connected, more competent,

acquiring and realizing new powers-intellectual, emotional, social, and physical. If

human life is a continued state of becoming, then its continuity is founded on growth and

development (and its development on continuity: the statement is circular) (Lynch I 981,

116).

With respect to basic intentions, Lynch's thoughts expressed above resonate with

Geddes' Act-Deed formula. From an integral perspective, there are various allusions in

Lynch's theory, which suggest that he had a tendency to be integral-recognition of

various perspectives, and recognition of the importance of growth in humans. However,

the three dimensions-I, 'WE, ITiS-referred to through his performance dimensions,

appear to be fused. In addition, there are no indications from his theory if he recognizes

that aperson grows or develops in the form of different stages.

It is safe to believe that Lynch was, perhaps, on a quest for a more holistic and

comprehensive approach towards city design-a truly integral approach! If Lynch were

alive today it is considered likely that he would have been very active in prospecting an

integrally-informed theory of Good City Form.
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Theory of Unfolding Ilholeness

There are two aspects to Alexander,s

dynamic. As discussed in chapter 3,

wholeness/life in objects. The following

aspect of Alexander's theory.

Theory of Unfolding Wholeness: static and

the static aspect of his theory deals with

paragraph presents a discussion about the static

Wilber explains that the exterior right-hand correlates (ITIS) can be arranged in

hierarchies of quantity or size. On the other hand, the interior left-hand correlates all exist

in inner spaces and unfold in hierarchies of qualíty (Wilber 2000,74-75). Alexander

car¡ied out extensive empirical research and identified recurrent geometric properties

(IT/S) whose presence in buildings or objects correlates with their degree of life (I). In

this way he was able to come up with objective measures for the aesthetic design of

buildings, which has traditionally been considered a subjective value sphere. Thus, when

there is a collective agreement among individual holons (I's) it leads to the creation of a

social holon (wE)-a social holon, which has common criteria for judging aesthetics.

For the dynamic aspect of his theory, Alexander looks for inspiration to natural processes

and the traditional methods of building. He calls these processes Structure-preserving

Transformations that reinforce the existing wholeness in objects. They have a tendency to

gradually unfold over time through successive transformations. Alexander contends that

wholeness can only be achieved when such processes are followed in architecture and

planning. From an integral perspective, the aspect of unfolding wholeness comesponds
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with "levels of existence" or holons of being.l2 Alexander presents several examples of

such a quasi-holarchy where he explains the different geometric levels/stages that

gradually unfold over time. If Geddes were alive today, he would have appreciated

Alexander's approach, inspired by natural processes and with respect for traditional

building methods, which is similar to Geddes' geographic and spiritual aspect of city

design, respectively. The outcome of such structure-preserving transformations, which

has respect for what exists, is a spatial form that captures the spirit of a place-the

spiritual aspect of city design.

lntegral Map of Civics and the Outlook Tower

This section presents a general discussion of an integral map of civics/city design. It is

speculated here that a truly integral map of civics/city design must, at a minimum, reflect

an all-quadrant and an all-level approach. For simplicity, the Big Three-I, WE, and

IT/S---dimensions are used.

12 It is important to note that the process of unfolding wholeness in nature is an example of actual holarchy.
However, in the case of buildings, this process can be termed a quasi-holarchy i.e. a holarchy of artifacts
inspired by natural holarchy.
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Table 6.lntegralMap of Civics.

Table 6 presents a general picture of all the possible aspects that could constitute an

integral map of civics. It is by no means complete, but a mere starting point for

discussions/debates and further research. As discussed previously, the ..IT/S,, dimension

of civics-the only visibleitangible aspect of civics/city design-would constitute the

spatial form and its geometric structwe. When the different social processes, pertaining to

the design and development of cities, involve the recognition of and support for the

creation of living structures, the resulting spatial form would be a generated one,

displaying a strong presence of the fifteen properties. Various institutions and agencies

could potentially help to institutionalize such processes; similarly, the Outlook Tower

I WE IT/S

Civic Consciousness
(hisroric,

geograph iclecological)

Aesthetic Sense

Sense/Feeling of
Wholeness ( I 5 structural

properties)

Shared values, perceptions,
meanings, semantics, cultural

practices

Spatial Form and Geometric
Structure (degree ofpresence of I 5

properties of life)

lnstitutions (The Outlook Tower)

Social Process with a recognition
ofand support for the creation of
living structures (i.e. involvement

of users and lay people in the
design process oftheir houses and

neighbourhoods; construction
processes; human processes;
processes of urban design;

communication)

Government Institutions and
Agencies

Access and Vitality

City Planning/Design Curriculum

Planning and Development
processes that facilitate civics/cify

design
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acting as a tool for city design and civic education also

quadrants. However, these are only the exterior correlates

subjective dimensions.

forms part of the exterior

of the subjective and inter-

Integral civics must also take into account the interior-individual (..I,') dimension, which

would include an individual's "civic consciousness" that is built on the ethical foundation

of respect for historic/traditional buildings and construction methods, and the

ecological/natural context-in short, respect for what exists. Integral civics would also

take into account how an individual's senses are affected by the built form, and the

feeling of wholeness that one experiences in spatial form that has a high degree of

presence of the fifteen properties (Alexander 2001,70). In addition, an integral map must

also take into account the "'WE" dimension. This dimension would include: shared

values, perceptions, meanings, cultural beliefs/practices of various groups, and so on. A

common "civic" purpose or goal can only arise through a social communications process

in the "lT/S" quadrants.

Levels or Stages

A truly integral civics must also take into account, and allow, different lines to

evolve/unfold into higher and more complex stages of growth. The ..I,, (interior-

individual dimension) should allow an individual's civic consciousness-using the

example of Spiral Dynamics-to unfold from the blue meme to the orange meme to the

green meme to the yellow meme and beyond; or from conventional to postconventional

to post-postconventional. Similarly, in the interior-collective dimension, integral civics

should allow the cultural meme to unfold from the level of blue to orange to green to

yellow and beyond. The "IT/S" (exterior spatial correlate) would allow the built form of a
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settlement to gradually unfold into wholeness through structure-preserving

transformations. The resulting built form would be an expression of the spirit of a city-

its genius loci, which would, in turn, create semantics and help in the creation of

communities from different groups of different individuals.

The Outlook Tower

Geddes developed the Outlook Tower as a tool for city design and civic education.

Through the various floors, which, in principle, corespond with the different stages of

civic consciousness, Geddes attempted to situate Edinburgh and its region within larger

spatial units-Scotland, England, the English-speaking world, Europe, and the world. In

this way, it can be argued that Geddes tried to stimulate a visitor's civic consciousness to

progress to higher stages and more complex stages of consciousness-from

egocentric/preconventional ("me") to sociocentric/conventional ("us") to

worldcentric/postconventional ("all of us"). Wilber would probably argue that even

though the Outlook Tower promotes a healthy growth of consciousness up to the

postconventional stage, it is not quite "all-level." A truly integral Outlook Tower would

be designed to encourage visitors to make a jump to second-tier consciousness into the

level of post-postconventional ("all earthly beings;" "all sentient beings in all realms;"

"all manifest and unmanifest") (Wilber 2000, 197).It is also proposed that apost-modern

Outlook Tower would take advantage of all the advancements in technology. For

example, it could utilize Google Earth, tied to civic education components about people's

surroundings.

An excellent contemporary example of a tool for contemporary civic education/city

design is the website-Building Living Neighbourhoods-initiated by Alexander and the
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Center for Environmental Structure.l3 This website provides informational material to aid

different communities to build, or rebuild, their neighbourhoods. It includes information

on appropriate size and quality ofgood neighbourhoods; generative codes (codes derived

from pattern languages aimed to create generated/living structures); different phases of

unfolding. It also stresses the importance of creation of community, with a semantic

("WE"), as the ultimate aim/outcome of such a process. A resounding accord with

Geddes' thoughts on civics/city design is expressed as:

If one thing, fftore than any other, distinguislres a real neighborhood from the corporate

machine-architecture of the 20th-century developer, it is the fact that real people have --

together -- conceived it, planned it, and built it. It is this human reality which makes it

worth living in, pleasant to be there, and valuable (Center for Environmental Structure

n.d.).

Another useful contemporary example for civics/civic education is the proposed

Vancouver Cosmopolis Laboratory at the School of Community and Regional Planning,

University of British Columbia.la The Cosmopolis Laboratory will carry out research on

the role of information and communication technologies in participatory planning

processes in Vancouver. The guiding principles of the Cosmopolis Laboratory highlight

its civic purpose: Democratization of Planning, Sustainability, Multiplicity, and The

Learning City. This lab will help students in the design of cities and neighbourhoods with

a genuine respect for its inhabitants, while paying attention to the city of memory, desire,

and spirit.

I 3 
www.livingneighborhoods.org

to Virit http:i/www.scarp.ubc.calNewsbytes/Spri ng%202004%20website/Cosmopolis-Lab.htm for more
information
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In addition, the idea of the creation of games with a civic purpose, that would allow

people to simulate the creation of rooms and buildings, and all the issues and

considerations that influence their decision-making, is another example.

As discussed, all of the above examples serve as tools for civic education, which

empowers people to control and design their own environment (C. Alexander, Kohn

interview, 2002).

lmplications for Planning Practice-"Civics Are Us,'

This section briefly examines the possible implications of an integral civics for planning

practice. Wilber explains that modernity led to the differentiation of the cultural value

spheres-art, morals, and science. The differentiation allowed each sphere to make great

strides and advancements, unfettered by intrusions from other spheres. This led to several

good results such as democracy, the end of slavery, the rise of feminism, great advances

in medical science, and so on. However, this differentiation went too far and led to

dissociation and fragmentation, and science-which Wilber terms flatland-became the

official dominant worldview (2000, 60-61). In this way, the modernist planning model

came to be characterized as: making public/political decisions based on instrumental

rationality; comprehensiveness; emphasis on science; aimed to fulfill state-directed

futures; and planning policies believed to be gender- and race-neutral and apolitical in

nature. "It was a vision of planning in the seruice of modernization, industrialization, of

material growth as progress" (Sandercock 2003, 32-33)-

As a reaction to modemity's slide into flatland, post-modernity attempts to be inclusive

by avoiding marginalization of the many voices, and inclusive of the non-rational and the

imational, and people of all races, all colours, and all genders. In this way post-modernity
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embraced the Big Three' Therefore, the post-modern planning model came to include the

following fragments: means-ends rationality with reliance on practical wisdom; less

document-oriented and more people-centred; access to other ways of knowing;

community-based planning; multicultural literacy; more participatory and more

deliberative planning (Sandercock2003,34-35). But at the same time, post-modernity,s

holistic embrace of "aperspectival madness," which denies any and all qualitative

distinctions and holarchy, has led to diversity become a disorgani zed anay,with no way

to integrate pluralistic voices (Wilber 2000,15S_73).

As discussed in the previous sections, integral theory seeks to integrate objective and

subjective perspectives-psychological, behavioural, systemic, and cultural-and uses a

developmental orientation. This provides a framework to bring together different

perspectives on civics/city design. Such an all-quadrant, all-level integral embrace would

allow this domain of planning practice to integrate the best aspects of both modern

planning and post-modern planning. As Wilber explains, such a model of civics/city

design would incorporate the dffirentiation and evolution of the Big Th¡ee from

modernity, and include and integrate the differentiations of post-modernity-

psychological (UL), behavioural (UR), systemic (LR), and cultural (LL). The next step

would add an "all-level" approach, which looks at stages of development within each

quadrant. Therefore, an integral map of civics/city design points to the need to include the

best elements of modern and post-modern planning whose underlying aim is the creation

of community (wE) i'e. community-building and placemaking. Such an approach will

greatly expand the literacies and sensibilities of a constructive post-modern planner.
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Summary

This thesis, inspired by an interest in the design dimension of planning has examined

Geddes' ideas about civics/city design. His ideas were studied in the context of relevant

contemporary planning/design theories and integral theory, highlighting its relevance

even today one hundred years on. The following summarizes the main research findings

that evolved from the questions outlined in Chapter l.

1' How might an integral framework inform a re-thinking of Geddes' notion of

civics, towards a more integral approach towards city design in planning?

2' What other contemporary planning/design authors have/had ideas comparable to

Geddes' civics/city design? How might they provide additional perspectives that

help to formulate a post-modern integral map of civics/city design?

Integral theory presents an organizing framework to arrive at a comprehensive map that

includes the best elements from all different approaches. Such a characteristic of integral

theory entailed a search for other contemporary authors whose ideas attempt to tackle the

issues of design on a grand scale, and are more coherent and holistic than others. Lynch,s

Theory of Good City Form and Alexander's Theory of Unfolding Wholeness, as

described in Chapter 3, exhibit ideas with underpinnings similar to Geddes,. Design

theories presented by these authors provide valuable inputs towards creating an integral

map of civics/city design.

It is speculated that an integral map of civics would constitute the best elements of civics

from Geddes' Alexander, and Lynch. Such an integral map calls for the need to expand

the scope of city design in planning to potentially take account of the following aspects:
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spatial form and its geometric structure; different social processes (lTS); shared values,

meanings, and cultures of communities (WE); and (individual) civic consciousness,

aesthetic sense, and feeling of wholeness (I).

In addition, each quadrant should also take into account and allow different lines to

evolve/unfold into higher and more complex levels/stages of growth. An inte¡dependent

and reciprocal relationship exists between the different quadrants which, it is argued, also

applies to city design. Therefore, higher stages of growth within the interior quadrants

would correspond with a more complex and evolved built form, and vice versa.

3' What would an integral version of the Outlook Tower in Edinburgh look like in

conception, and in facilitating such an integral approach in practice? For example,

can it facilitate a shift to "second tier" regional consciousness, and resultant

collective action, on a city-region scale?

Geddes utilized the Outlook Tower as a tool for city design and civic education. Through

the Outlook Tower, Geddes attempted to stimulate a visitor's awareness of ever-larger

spatial units of settlement such as Edinburgh *¿ it, region, Scotland, England, the

English-speaking world, Europe, and the world. It is argued that these stages

approximately correspond to the sociocentric/conventional and the

worldcentric/postconventional levels. An integral Outlook Tower would stimulate

visitors' civic consciousness all the way up to the stages in the "second tier,, and enable

people to situate city-regions in contexts that stretch beyond just the spatial form (ITS).

An integral outlook Tower would also situate a city within the context of individual

senses (I) and shared values, meanings, and perceptions (WE). It is hypothesized that
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such an awareness among citizens of a region would aid/enable a resultant collective

action oriented towards the design of built form.

In addition, an integral Outlook Tower would also take advantage of all the

advancements in technology, more specif,rcally Information Technology, to make itself

more accessible and democratize civic education and city design.

4. 'What are the possible implications of integral civics/city design for planning

practice?

As an initial first step, an integral approach to civics/city design would, in principle,

attempt to integrate the best elements of modernity, and post-modernity; thereby

differentiating the three value spheres-arts, morals, and science-and integrating them.

An integral model of civics would greatly expand the scope of planning in which the

process of city design is sensitive to psychological (UL), behavioural (UR), systemic

(LR), and cultural (LL) aspects and incorporates them in a fundamental manner. The next

step would add an "all-level" approach, which looks at stages of development within each

quadrant. Therefore, an integral map of civics/city design, points to the need to include

the best elements of modern and post-modern planning, and would greatly expand the

literacies and sensibilities of a constructive post-modern planner.

I have found the topic of the application of integral theory to civics/city design to be an

extraordinarily rich one. Given the time constraints of a master's thesis, and the nature of

such an inquiry, my research has necessarily been "exploratory and shallow" in scope.

However, I feel that the thesis has sufficiently evolved the integral model of civics to

demonstrate the huge potential of such an approach.
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There are several areas in this thesis that merit more detailed research. The preliminary

map of integral civics outlined in this study needs to be developed further in scope and

depth towards an All Quadrant, All Levels, All Lines model. This will require an

examination of multiple contemporary planning/design authors-especially those that are

spiritually-embracing-that could potentially contribute towards such a model. Finally,

further research is required on the possible applications of such integral civics/city design

in planning practice, potentially through such reformulations of planning as (post-) or

(post-post)-modern placemaking.
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APPENDIX 1: DESIGN IN PLANNING _ OTHER THEORY UNDERPINNINGS

Summarized below is a listing of planning/design theories examined during the earlier

stages of the research, included in a summarized form in the main body of the thesis.

Managing the Sense of a Region: Kevin Lynch

Lynch (1976) proposed a framework of principles and methods to manage the sensory

quality - looks, sound, touch, smell - of a place. He contends that sensory quality must be

considered in planning for an entire inhabited region (Lynch 1976,4).It is now a reality

that most people live their lives at a regional scale. His theory focuses on four principles

as the basis for planning and managing the sensory aspects of a region:

Sensing and Acting

A key aspect of this theory is community control over the shape and management of a

place. Lynch targets the senses of human beings to bring wider surroundings within

sensory reach and increase the depth and fineness of people's sensations. These

environmental concerns would target our bodies and our senses in particular. In this way

he goes beyond a typical planning approach, which would usually be limited to

suppressing the disagreeable sensations (Lynch I 97 6, I 4-21).

The Image of Place and Time

City-regions should have high accessibility through their different territories.

Identification of places and their mental images allows people to function effectively. In

this way he points towards "placemaking" as a tool to create physically distinctive and

recognizable locales. The character of places, in current plaruring practice, is limited only

to unique or historic localities. According to Lynch (1976,25): "Place identity and image
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structure at the regional scale are [still] looked upon as esoteric matters.', He addresses

this flaw by focusing on identity and structure at a local scale and at a regional scale for

major elements such as the main centres, routes, districts, and landmarks.

Landscapes and Communication

Lynch (1976) thinks of inhabited urban landscapes of a region as a medium of

communication- Different landscapes send out different messages, which directly affect

our performance, cognition, development, and emotional and aesthetic satisfaction

(Lynch 1976, 30). Based on this, an urban landscape can be evaluated to see how it

functions as a stimulus and as a context for self-development.

The Intuition of Life

In this principle, he focuses on the spiritual aspect of a place and how it connects a place

with human beings. Such places reflect the beliefs and values of its community; for

example, a place that visibly supports biological and social functions, and a place that has

a clear local identiry and a clear temporal structure (Lynch 1g76,34-37).

Geddes attempts to derive a theory of "life in its evolution" by drawing upon subjects

such as contemporary psychology, politics, sociology, arts, and so on. Lynch, on the

other hand, tends to rely mostly on the physical dimension of spatial form (Gran ge 1999,

64). However, both scholars appear to have similar underpinnings and concerns in their

approaches towards the design of city-regions. Geddes' civics - which called for an

immediate engagement of citizens in the affairs of their society to shape a better

environment - is also addressed by Lynch in the form of "communitSr control over the

shape and management of a place." Lynch was also convinced that a good environment

was an important requirement for the best orgarñzation of human life, Lynch's
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'Landscapes and Communication' principle - parallel in thought with Geddes,

"geographic considerations" - would also serve Geddes' civic function to enable human

development. I think that Geddes would have particularly appreciated Lynch,s focus on

the spiritual aspect of a place, which connects a place to its residents.

As a potential action response, Lynch recommends a regional planning agency to carry

out four different functions.

Diagnosis: Basic data for public action, private development, for education, and for

political agitation;

Policy Formulation: Abstract design instruments called "framework designs,,, which

specify the general location and sensory character ofdesired regional features;

Regulation: An act of specifying future character by means of analogues, patterns, and

performances; and

Desiqn Services: A direct specification of form through instruments such as system

design, various forms of design services, illustrative designs, and coordinate design.

His four steps - diagnosis, policy formulation, regulation, and design - may have been

inspired by Geddes' motto: "survey before plan." Lynch describes ways in which a

regional planning agency could integrate planning policies and design functions to

manage the pattern of change in a region; in this way he combines systematic rationality

and creativity, analysis and design (Lynch 1976, 6). This shows how Lynch thought

along the same lines as Geddes. Such a regional planning agency could, where a regional

goveffiment is missing, operate through authorities controlling some large sector of a

city-region i-e. a city or province. It could also partner with single-purpose agencies such
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as highway authorities or metropolitan park boards (1976, l2). A regional planning

agency would ideally be engaged in the realms of land use and transportation planning,

and economic and social analysis. It could lay out its strategy in three phases: an initial

phase which establishes skills and identity, a series of developing studies with shifting

emphasis based on the clarity of the situation, and a "steady state," where planning for

sensory quality becomes a normal part of the planning function (Lynch 1976,58).

Regional Design: Philip Lewis

Lewis (1996) proposes a "regional design" process to reconcile rapid urban growth with

regional ecological and cultural landscape features. Such a process is based on the

foundation of an "integrated ethic" that integrates a land ethic and a social ethic. His

theory for regional design incorporates the following principles:

Life Support System

Lewis (1996) emphasizes the importance of a strong mental and spiritual connection

between people and the natural world. Natural or ecological context is an essential factor

for our well-being and happiness. In this manner Lewis creates a strong ecologically-wise

foundation as a basis for planning for regions and lays a strong foundation based on the

notion of "environment as a life support system" as a basis for planning of regions.

Quality of Life

This concept is based on Lewis' belief that undisturbed landscapes enhance the quality of

life. Farming, suburban sprawl, and various other activities have severely altered and

destroyed the natural landscapes. Any human activity must fully consider its impacts on

the natural environment. This issue is currently addressed for large-scale developments,
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through Environmental Impact Statements (EIS). However, such policies in current

planning practice lack any sort of ethical underpinning.

Art, Nature, and Life

Lewis's (1996) approach is similar to Lynch (1976) and Sandercock (2003) where he

proposes a reconnection of art with life and life with nature. He proposes that landscape

should be perceived as a work of art, which should be preserved and protected (Lewis

1996,26).It will help to re-establish the relationship with land where survival is directly

dependent on preservation ofthe land's ecological and aesthetic features.

Sense of Place

His concept of sense of place seems to be influenced by Lynch's (1976) ideas. However,

his notion of sense of place appears to be more inclined to an area's natural features

compared to the built form. Well-designed public and private spaces that reflect the

character and needs of its communities would positively contribute to quality of life.

Diversity

Places should be designed for diversity to provide a more stimulating experience to their

users as opposed to a typical suburban subdivision composed of monotonous

architectural styles. It is important that designers recognize the diversity of a setting and

celebrate it in design (Lewis 1996,29). However, the author feels that, in addition to the

"natural and built" diversity, it is important to recognize socio-cultural diversity.

Preserving Options for a Range of Choices

The range of available options is becoming more and more limited with ongoing

suburban development destroying the natural environment. He advocates the use of

regional design skills and processes as an alternative option (Lewis 1996,29)-
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To effectively apply the regional design principles, he references a wide spectrum of land

uses: urban core, central business district, suburbia, productive farmland, forest, fringe,

wilderness and other variations. The scope of regional design extends beyond an urban

fringe to incorporate the ecological features of a region. He explains these land uses

through a visual section (see figure 8).

ìvru¡¡[HE:s¡ fÄå|í{¡rrÞ ÌilÐrow'a ÞotìrrfÊìftl

Figure 8. Various Land Uses. Philip Lewis, Tomorrow by Design, 1996

This visual section is comparable to The Valley Section proposed by Geddes, which

attempted to resolve the town-country (urban-rural) conflict. Both these sections

recognize the idea that satisfactory solutions could only be achieved by planning on a

regional scale. Geddes' Valley Section attempts to combine physical/natural conditions

with basic/natural human occupations, and includes various types of social

organizations/settlements. On the other hand, Lewis' section mainly depicts different

types and intensity of land uses through a cross section of a region.

Figure 9. The Valley Section. Volker Vl/elter,Biopolis: Patrick Geddes and the Cig of Life,2002
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Gritical Regionalism - Typology Dialectic: Douglas Kelbaugh

Kelbaugh focuses on architectural scale to plan and design for city-regions. He suggests

Critical Regionalism, as a language for the "architecture of regions." Such a principle, he

explains, is more an attitude than a theory of design (Kelbaugh 2002, 53). Critical

regionalism is defined by five characteristics: Sense of Place, Sense of Nature, Sense of

History, Sense of Craft, and Sense of Limits. These f,ive characteristics should be applied

to small-scale residential and institutional construction to help create an "architecture of

place" (2002,93). In addition to the unique architectural characteristics of a region, it is

important to maintain a cultural continuity in architecture. Typology - an archetypal

approach - attempts to recover purity and continuance by privileging a tradition. Critical

regionalism explores and reinforces unique characteristics of a region whereas typology

connects an individual building with a region as well âs architecture to urbanism (2002,

130). To repair and maintain a city-region, he advocates that regionalism and typology

must engage in a continuous dialogue.

Kelbaugh (2002) contends that it is possible to envision, design, and plan a city-region.

Design does not require a single grand plan; it could be a series of strategic interventions

at cntical times. As a policy response, he proposes a comprehensive regional plan for

city-regions. This plan should include design guidelines for different parts of the region;

reflecting desired architectural and urban form outcomes; and promoting regional

architectural types, language, and materials (Kelbaugh 2002, 188). Individual

municipalities should adopt Specific Area Plans, which are consistent with the regional

plan. Public or community participation, according to Kelbaugh (2002) is a matter of
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common courtesy; it should be encouraged, and be an integral part of the plan

formulation process.

I think Geddes would have appreciated Kelbaugh's architectural approach to city-region

planning. Geddes might have found Kelbaugh's ideas similar to that of architect/planner

Frank Mears, who also thought that satisfactory outcomes could only be achieved

through plaruring on a regional scale (Purves 1996). There is an analogy between Geddes,

geographic and historic considerations for city design, and Kelbaugh's critical

regionalism and typology. However, Kelbaugh's perspective lacks a spiritual dimension.

Kelbaugh treats community participation as a matter of courtesy; it is quite different from

civics, which called for citizens to take responsibility for their own surroundings.

City Building and the Vital Dimensions of Human Life: Leonie Sandercock

Sandercock (2003), one of the most prominent post-modern planning theorists, sees the

modernist city as a paradox. It is both an achievement and a failure. It provides the

advantages of sanitation, engineering, electricity, mass production industries and

symbolizes speed, movement, change, freedom. Holever, this city also led to destruction

of the past, eradication of community and tradition, and the generation of air and noise

pollution, alienation, and anomie. She undermines the framework of modernist principles

and suggests a paradigm shift from Metropolis to Cosmopolis; a polis that is more

sensitive to its socio-economic and demographic reality. The language of planning needs

to be expanded to encompass the lived experience of modernist (or mongrel) cities.

Planning's post-war rush to merge with the social sciences led to the separation of design

from planning, and the rejection of (cultural) values, of meaning, and of the art of city-

building. Sandercock (1999) stresses that an understanding of the social and
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psychological aspects of design would further enrich the field's capacity to create

meaning. Her references point to a more design-based approach to planning while

pointing to a need forplanners to be sensitive to the vital dimensions of human life: the

city of memory, the city of desire, and the city of spirit (Sandercock2003,22l).

Cify of Memory

Memory is very important to human beings. It helps people to orient themselves as part

of family history, as part of community, and as part of city-building. Individual or

collective memory is closely associated with identity. Cities are repositories of memories.

Sandercock's references to memory point to the "mental side of social life." Geddes

explains individual and collective memory in the Act-Deed formula of the Notation of

Life; memory gives rise to "dreams," which initiate collective action, by citizens acting

upon their environments.

Modernist planners erased this memory by attempting to erase all traces of the past.

There is no monetary value attached to memory, or identity - so it is generally ignored by

planning models (Sandercock 2003, 222). Sandercock brings forth the importance of

memory and reinforces her argument using Hayden's (1995) research on public spaces.

Public spaces have the potential to cultivate a sense of cultural belonging. Urban

landscapes should be designed to cultivate this sense, and at the same time recognize and

respect diversity.

City of Desire

Sandercock (2003) points to the importance of the 'þleasures of anonymity" as a lived

experience of city dwelling. There is a need to create such public spaces that encourage

activities of "being together of strangers" (Sandercock 2003, 223).The city of desire is an
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essential aspect of city life, which should be addressed in city planning. A city of desire

also derives its eroticism from its urbanism and aesthetics expressed through variegated

lights, splendour of buildings, and juxtaposition of different architectural styles. To

achieve this, planners should focus on people's "desires" in addition to their "needs"

(2003,224); Geddes would agree with Sandercock as she is calling on the planners to

support civics.

City of Spirit

Human beings have historically imbued their surroundings with spiritual or sacred values

by building shrines to acknowledge the importance of such values (Sandercock 2003,

225). Geddes would very much appreciate Sandercock's reference to the spiritual aspect

of a place. However, the advent of modernist planning has resulted in cityscapes with a

completely temporal form, lacking spiritual values. According to Sandercock (2003), it is

time to re-visit and recognize the importance of the sacred, of spirit. Planners could help

to connect society with spirituality by providing spaces and places that help nourish their

desires for everyday expressions. She suggests that planners engage in collaboration with

artists and communities, to identify "sacred places" in an urban landscape. It is also

possible, as exemplif,red by 'The New Charleston' projectl5, to create new sacred places

as an alternative to recovery ofactual, erased scared spaces (2003,227).

Sandercock takes a radical stance and suggests that recognition of the importance of

memory, desire, and spirit is an important content of planning beyond the modernist

paradigm. Her comments are mainly a reaction to the modernist planning practices that

" Thi, project takes an extensive look at one city and the spatial history of its African American residents
over a period ofthree centuries. In this project, an artist, along with a poet and an architect developed a
detailed map of historic places of impofance to the African American community (Sandercock ZOOS,zZS¡.
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have dominated the fìeld for a long time. It becomes evident that her comments focus

mainly on the "ends," while making some references to the "means.,, On the other hand,

Geddes was actively involved in the practice of the .,mears,,, for exampre the

rebuilding/renovation of the Outlook Tower to enable civics in Edinburgh. Sandercock

points to a design-based planning practice as an important ingredient, which could

effectively address the social context of development by being sensitive to vital

dimensions of human life that enhance the lived experiences of city life.
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APPENDIX2= A M|N|-COURSE tN SPTRAL DYNAM|CS

People think in dÍfferent ways. A tr¡orhor âncJ sísrêr, tìr.¡sL,an¿J 3r\J wit'ê, nÌ¿rrì,âgcr

and employee, corporât¡orì and l]lient company ril¡Ë,h! haYe very <JìfferenÌ .É,.orld vier^,s írnd
v¡rltrc¡s. Pe oplc tn ¿i':!joitling {ìril:iclcs or fnrì1il¡cs li-,,¡ng r¡ght llext cloor to Lr¿lch ottler sornet¡lnes
rJúr'ì't sccnl to l:l¿l ilrlr¿Ìi¡tirrLJ thû s.llnc ncig¡lrtrorhoocl, Ccllcagues in ¿¡rr ofganlz¡tisn lr.avo
'rn;icle ranc]irrr-l ide¿ri', ôhótJt vision, nrission, ancl ¡rurpo^se- C<¡untries sharinç,¡ orre ¡rlarret nften
seêm to be i|r Lotally ,Jtflerent. n¡orlds r¡.¡ith tlreìr ¡xlícies. Why?

A Mini-Course in Spiral Dynamics"
Spital Dyltarnic; is a tr.,¿¡y of thirrkirr,,.¡ abot¡È these conrplexities o[ hurnan existerlce and
trl irìLJ¡rlg sonl(ì or':lef an.l pred¡ùtâl)ilit! tö thê ¿ppilfÉnt c.hâos of lruman affairs. k provìilês ¿

irårtrr:rn¡ork t'or trackirrc¡ thú ovolutierl of t¡orlduicr¡;s ¿¡rtl a scaffolcl Õtì \¡rhi(:}.ì !o stânJ wh¡lô
atritlyzitrg sitLtirt¡r)r'ts alrii pltrrrrrìrrg the rìlost ¿lpproøiÐtÊ ar:tions,

l:ìas,crj in llir: oriclir-ral resc.irrc.ll itr'ì,1 tlìcory of Dr. (ìlarc W (ìr¡ves, this f)oirit r)f v¡GrÁj .lcsff¡bês
Irow vvaves of r:onv:íousners enrerce and Ìloy,l Ìhrg¡¡g¡ individuals ancf grou¡x, lt Clesc¡ibes
Lrio'¡r5yr;l1r¡"5ç¡çiol sy$tclrrìs ¡long ¿ì cort¡nulrrìr ttìirr Foßn all expânrJing spir;rl.

What people in each world seek out in life...

www.spraldynamlcs.org
ô CÐt'Jilhr æ{'r NVÊ Coruir+g. ,a!l Rgh¿ RË.r.ed.
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The basic landmarks are desþnared by the cobrs in the splral dlagram - be¡qe, [)ur])re.
rcd, rtuc, orðngc, c1rc$n, ycllcì\.'v', trrrquoisc. coral, ¿ìnd others to rÐme. Tlrerc are sub,sysrêrìs
l)elrveen eâcl'ì p¿Ìir vrhere Ù1e think¡n$ represente(i by lhe colors blend together, Ior exanrple:

Marry lrr-rsirrnss Frcoplo åre ¡n ttlc oRANGE-To-GRÉEN trans¡tion seekinq a rcturn to
r]lorc¡ colnr¡Unity ancl spirit in tl'ìcÍr l¡ves,

A nunrber of pofiticians are in rhe BLUE-TGoRANGE range trying tr: nr<trre from
:,lnrL-trtrcd bureaucracy to cntrcl]lênerìrisrrl arrd frcc markets,

Msny ¿ìct¡vists are livir-rg ìn the GREEN-TO.y€ILOW zone as they work to
achie./e llositive re$dts otì å lìu¡ìrarr scale throuc.¡1") interactiolì, irwolvernent,

ancj ¡rL:r¡roseful learrrirrg altd teach¡ng.

tribal ivây5 confront well"arnìcd dictâtors, v¡hile others are ¡n the RED.TOBLUE as
r:entralize¡J autlìority tries to co¡lt¿in factionôl battles,

Hotspùts enlêrc,e Ðs corpÕr¿té interests fronì tlìe oRANGE zone or,erv¡helm irrdigenous

f)eoJ)lês írl llle PURPIE-BLUE riJn(Je urilfì ideas of ¡:roqress arr<l tJevek:¡:rner'rt. scheÙìes tlr¿lt

dorì't fit thë realities â[ fìand ârì<j wh¡ct¡ ultiñìately destroy the less c'rJrnplex cullurês,
lilrrr;tlat3es, ancl knovrlerJ<3e. Resc:rers fronr Ìhe GREEN zone sometirnes rornarìtid/-e tÍìè
prirrìiLive ülKl rìotì-function¿ì|. thlls slov/¡rìg nàtutâl emetgêfìcê äs much as êxploitèrs ftom
oRANGÊ seek to tr¿rrr:;frrrr¡r it lo tfìeir or¡Jr¡ irilagê. YELLow thÍnking tjegins to questìon ðrtd
arìalyze all ol tlìese tìunlarì processës.]s pârts of art ¡nteqf ated spif al. IURouolSE is lookirìq ror
solr¡tiolls orl a -t¡lobal, holistic scalo.'lhc noxt zorìe, coRAL, fiìay he the itnplementer, brrt that's
irì tlìe futL[e.

The warm eolor faniþ exhibits a focr¡s on the ext€rnal woild and ho\À,to m¿rstêr ¡t (witfì an
internírl. l-oriente<J locus of cor:troli. The cool colors fotus on the inner wôrld ån,J hôw to
come [Ò peacê !'.'itll it (!''{t}ì ¿in extêm¿!|, !'/e-oriented lôcus of corttrol). l he spiral lvinds bêtuêen
lhe iril¡vi(ll lal '' 1" ¿¡nrl collpc[ir¿e ",".'e' poles i:s it u¡rns be¡.É'een coôl grouf] systerrs ðnd w¿rrm

inciividu¿listic s) ilêrns. As incji'¡i<Juals, most of us åre mixturês of both, This trroacl slirirrg frorn
ind¡vi(luâlisrYl tó côtlê(itivisrì t ancl tËck is cne to !ìr¿rtch írs societies rÌtove tlìrough tirne.

The sD/Graves model is not a typology for categorizing people into boxes. ln fâcr, rÌìe
e¡ght levels of èxislence ¡t¡cj tlre trtnsition st¿ltes betweet¡ therÌ are only tl"ìê visible signs óf
nrtch clee¡:cr forces ¿lt i¡,'ork, Tlrose energies arise from the itìtcr.1cliorì of trro olernetrts: (a)

the Life Cond¡tions rhe per:Ðrì or group en(þunters and (b) the brairì1mind cäpåcit¡es
availolrle to cope lvilh such conclÍtions. Thus, the tcilï biopsychosocial suggests a movìng
L)le t]{j of tlle biological tì¿ìture, thc psychology of exfrerie¡ue i¡nd letrning, arrd tho socíology
of group interac.tion r¡,,itlr the worl{!.

À Mlnl.Cou¡se ln Sgral DSmamlcr wunu.splraldynamlcs, org
ê çc,pyrùhr tllt'l NvC Conw¡ilng. Ait Rçhrå Failad.
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It's both nature and nul-ü¡re -- lhe.: r,¡<',rt"l.ir: lft')rit;rc¡r ¿,n(J t.)iocheÛ-t5il.ry intrx;.rr;t. r.vit.lr thr,r
lo;lrnÍrr<'¡ anrl ex¡rgrionres öí lÌvini]. h: is this intcrâc{ion betiryeen nrinrj/br¿lin sy¡lenrs r,vilhin
ar ì{J oxisfer )Iiill c()rìílitiorrli (){.}l.:ii(ie I ll¿rl ¡s r:ûJ rlr¿¡I I ¡> (ìr;¡.-,1.s' wr)rk ar rd erì(lrqiler; of r:rlrer<¡em:.+
ûf Uìc slriral.

within the splral is a double helix. rrr rhe rJiag¡¡¿¡¡1 be¡ov,,. trle ar¡rhahel re¡,¡ers orl .rhe refr
r Í:|.írirìerìl f I lc+ I ifr; lli:r¡:liii<¡rþ --- a ¡rrcr:¡rl inr¡ <;f "r.rhal lhr¡ r¡,¡¿rl woTlcl ís lik<+ " --- ;¡t. e¿¡r:h k+,r<:|.

f he fetterg on lhe tiiJhl represcnt lhíi n]inij rflpaùities *- the net.roliiolos,-Jiciìl eqlriprnen¡ aûd
rfliní jj;{,'Ls rnxlr.r¡r'ri,J f í) (Jêj¿rl wilh st¡ll'r íj rcalily. I lro c:<¡rnt¡ìnatir¡rrs ,-, AN, Bo, cp, Do, ER, Fs, GT,
HU' lv, eÌc" âie ßÌf)r-&,.ìên!e{f by tJre colors r¡;lliclr syntbnlite tl¡eír inter€ctìotr. [lhese may âlso
l-l{l [)r(]sÊ'tllÈJ ¿::; ¿l s¡,'ries <¡lô cc¡rc; úÉnt¡]s u.rlììr:h fe[)¿)¿ìt aftr.rr movînç; irp â lcv{-,l, ¿j [.];lrt of l)r.
{.Jraveí iry¡rorlìesir ír$ }r€r unprÕ../i{n rrrrt lascinatíng ro c<lnsicrr:¡, [hr.¡s. AN thror.rr.Jh Fs

k;tterr, [fiüled; rht.t:ì AN., B,o'. c,p, Ëtc, 'fheså.sì.]qeÊst 
$ìÈ bås-- systenls p¡rjg írn a.Jditiônãl set

of ¡nirrcl/l¡r;rirt (:í.Jl:lûcil i(..s l.:l<rur ¡lri. r:rrlinel,l

The landmark llfe conditions.,.

À gvJb d robrr rj:ij ¡J:jrtr.;{$ísy:¡)3 ìßl díHJ:,;
ÉiJrr$l yir%s ãtÌ.r:n t¡4 ..tlù i tß.rg.

B irrø¡*n+rJ ur:: ¡¡t 4 h,)¡v."J*t ixæ;dr+ "þ¿i,
Þe,r1.}3shr4h r¿rii iF ,t.¡çÉìÊi rrd:4ct*sd. ..'..'

C LrkÉ sJu'4'rì rçhgn iti¿ tcas¡r ?nC 1æÊr. f.-.Ê€¡, rhÉ
r(sk Þr!å. ny{rt Éüo ðdg*.ytc u5ær+ât;jj

.

Þ tonrclirc ly c *çæ: ilo*r ¡ot prr*.:*.o¿ionl
ûrsleJllj Er"rdr SaüJ:úls ârij rËtit$É ?*rng.

.,..:..:.t:r.t.. : .-t .:. .....:._.,,...... .......:.\.:a:.taa;t.::.a.jl::::a:.:.

E Fû¡i*f rr.r{(¡1ìî.i.:f:¿¡: ¡êa fl;.1xìD;!¡s b
Èr.¡ks iliirÊr L+ìi#: iììi irrJíac #(rgrif I I , 

, 
,

F Tn¿ hntrraì rçrse+ arñre,l-r-cûê l# r¡ro Éß¡
Frp¿--$'j ú¡(x{¡Þ rlfdúti:i ûo,J xiarin+

ç Á chðd;t,s{T.,ÐT +ri13È çi:diï1 r} iig âq :!, E¡¡
dnalrt¡iÍi./ cr it.ãiíiitbr? #:(ir.i ìarêl!

H 
^ 

dÈi¡ãtct Þl:ìr:'*d :ljþî! ci ìn{DJiaËÈj¡iã lñdi,¡
Jkt4dl ¡rhirfrcriV3 t4cdj\ cb4aÉúc:t:

. : ì _ .. r.. ... .. .-: i... . i .t.i :rj:i r.it::::::::t i:::.1,:r.,_:r.r: l

I loo :i:on ¡o.¡¡). [¡ji ,:hc:¡!.t i"ì:irl i,) l4 ;-qirfl]rJ.
rbr:?Llll,4q Øôai{;3ìÃr ¡iliÞ póligÊ i_}rJ:

The landmark cop¡ng maans and
neurology activatêd by such ä world..,

N

plju

It;,î
2:j&

Note that the letters arê ¡¡ot locked together, -i 
l1ov c"1n shift ånd, to sorì.Ìe êKerìt, cíin Iþ

shiftr,rd' Ïhus, it is ¡xstiblcr fçr sorneone to live in ¿¡r Ê level trorlcl but orrþ have aocess tc) o
lrte¿rrs of cleali¡rt1 vrith lífa; thû lrjodcl'r.;ill son¡n beyonci thê 6rorson's unclerstäncl¡nq at times

A Mini{ou¡se in Spiral Dyramics
illre 3

wrvrv,splraldynam ics.org
ri <þitrr.lhr Iül; t.jvi. füilrojrrr 

^lt 
ÊçhB ;rr., ":d.
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- the ol(i-tjrTle qoverllrnerìt l)t:re¿ucJ¿ìt srrrJtletrty in;r 1;iv:rtize<i agen(ry tlrô1. ntusl. [ï.ove it-rì

bottolrr.litrc r.rffêctivcrrcss- Sonrc things frotn thc tnore clr,llplex lcvel tu,¡ll not ,rcA¡stcr, 
¡n this

person'.s a'lareness ând copit'ìQ môy be stressfrrl, perh¿l[)s inrpos5ìble. sr:me people can leârn
lhÊ rìr{lrê r:orn¡.:lex ¡.,¿lysj oilìers ¿lre less ljkelv lo.

/vrctthcr pcrson t¡liglìt hâvc T citpac¡t¡es, yct v,/ori( iì a situatiorì !,.,/¡th i¡ pcrfon.nËt.ìr:û

appraisal syslern con(:er'ìrfâtinq on D or E n]essures; such .î persÐn is ofter-ì

uncJêrutilized ¿rnd fru;tr¿¡lc:d Lry iì n]¿ìnagcfìlent systerìr ulat appears to lag
behind the trhinkin.; an<J focrrses on issr¡es that seem secondary ånd narrow
.--. thâ lï professior-ral working ivherc purìctuality anrj corÌpliancc with ð

cJress corje matters nlore rhan conlpe-tence or c,eativity. lf wise, the
orgirnizrrtion will í¡cù(¡sl its rnan¿ìgerncr.ìt system to fÌl the person: if not. it
w¡ll lose rnincl/l>r¿lin pov,ir.ir ¿1s tl.ìe persÕn nroves elsewhere. Getting the

right person into the rlghtjob w¡th the rþht materials at the right time
within the rþht systems and sbuch¡res k what SD is about,

Consider the following ideas...

lhe spiral is ¿r fraûtel'¡<¡rk for how pèople tJ¡inl< al;out ttìirì(Js, rro[ üte !]ìin!Js t¡ey think afroul. lt
I epresenl-s cotll.åinêrs th¿Jt slì¿ipe l'.'orltJviera,s. rrot llìe côrìterlLs thal. fill t hertt (bêtiefs, vah.res. etr: )-

lhcre ìs tro clirecÈ link v¡ith itìtl.ll¡gL-ncc, gcrrcìcr aç¡e, etlìnic¡ty, or otlìer cJernographics oxccpt
;rs tlì()se vari¿rbles irtllue¡¡¡e ttre r_,t:ri¡l ¿lrorrnrl lhe f)êrsorì.

No lcr¿cl is irlhérDntly better ot þlc,rsÊ tllan arìotlìer, l'lrey clo bccorlre morc expansivo since
c:ach l,-ruilcls oD alÌ thât astrrc. LÌ_.for¡t.

l'he theory is l¡icrarcl¡ical in tcrrns of conccptual spaco (thc inclrrsiorl of proc;¡assively nloró
fsctols sllcl rvays of ì^¡nrJerslatldinq), br.rl noL irr ternìs of inte llillcnçe in the convent¡on!31 seuse.

-l 
lro gerreral trorrd is t¡p thc sp¡r.31 becäusÊ thirìkinq it.l more complox systêms offers nrore

rjegrecs of freerjorn to €cl. approFriolcly ¡ìl e given siluation by trsing more fLrlly tlìe
r.¡rinrj/b¡rain rn;l'¡iclr is thero.

A ¡rcrson is lìot gener€lly lockecl at a singlc lcvel. Tl-re Çravcsian systerl15 are ways of t¡irkirrg
¡ìboLft thirìgs, uol typologies for peoplc, so several cån cocxist.

Sy$errrs ¿re rôÌely disãête an<l often rr:rl ir¡ colnlriru¡liorrs. tlìÒuqh or¡e ofÉ¡r w¡ll t)ê Ûle
dÒÛìi11âfìt slal.e.

lndirticJ\nls ¿lr1rj orqolìizol'olls lnay oppciìr To Þe lorqoly of t]ìe w¿lnn"colorecJ inrjivicluafistic
¿pproach or thrr coot.colorcicl colloL-tive world v¡e\,!s.

A Mlnl-Coune ln Splrol D¡rramlcs
i¡il¡. ¡

www_splraldynamlcs.org
Þ tìrra¡;ight i.tl01 t{VC C4ntrrihñg .Àil çIgbts Ri#^.(ij.
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Cravesi¿rtt systelr¡s ll() r()l go;rrvay: they are sr¡l¡srtrl¡e(J r,,illli¡r lrrore (t)rrr[)lex layers ¿¡ì(l Ç¿]11

rise to tlrc surfacc if lile colìd¡tic)'ls'úr¿ìri¿lr1t.

lJewarc- of fitrdirrc sitnplicity wl'ìich is not there. I he enlercjent, cyclical, clouble-frc-lix rrrodel
of â(iull. trir:psycj'¡r:vx-ial syît.erns iJe\./(ilOf )rìl{ìtìt " ol' l)r. Ol¿lre þV (ir aves i9 nlore (:()rì-ìf.)lex I hân
nì¿.lf ly l)resen[efs sugc]est.

Bew¿lre of cornpl¡(it¡()rìs v.ilìidÌ (lo n(.)l serve tlìe ltreory. Tlte nrr¡<Jel is Ê]leg¿]nt irì it.self ;¡r¡cj i:;

sornctin1eri !'/r.3ppcrj in clct¿ils r¿.rhicl'r cônrJiblrtô little of srbstänce an,J only a,Jrl corriusion.

Pcople nray talk ¿boLlt l-nore conrplex sYsterns \ùitÌìout actu¿ìlly opcfationalizitlq tlìo v/ays
of LhinkinlJ ¡rriJ t.rr,rirrg llrr:y <1c,+:xribe. I o<¡k f<>r "stretclr" \,ersiorìs of systems th¡ì[ t;JIk

a r.goorJ ç¡aure but do not live the r.,¡orlcJvìer¿

Pcoplc lnay shift their thÌnkinq to nt the conc-litions at hand ancJ o¡xrrate c¡uítcr

,lifferently when undcr prcssurc or strcss.

There ;rrè enr.erin$ :lrrrJ exìting J)rr¿lses be¡v,eêrì :;ysr.erïìs wrìere Ìnorr er.ìerqy

lies; tlìê ¡;rtre r:olo* ;lre (tnly l-he tlìeorel ic¿tl J:e:rks of l",,aves.

Pcople vah-tc cl¡ffcrttlt tlìin-.-rsi l:rccausÊ they thirrk itr differorrt trays- l hoy tlrink in
cliflere''ìt rvays Lreorusc thc nl¡xcs .rf tlìinkinq systcms {vMEMEs) ¡n the

bìopsyclrosocial colnplcxcs irr r,r,4titJ.¡ tl-ìcy ox¡st arc cjiffercrrt.

l)¡lTèrerìt orQaniTations - (:olrìJ)¿lrì¡es arrcJ t-¡ov€ilìrneû[s - occlJÍ)y cliflerent. f]()sif ions on t¡te
spiral ând need to develop manager¡al/governance strategies that match their ¡:eople, their
visions Òf tlìe ft¡ture, ¿rrrd ttìe jobs tlìê.y llerf<>iln tor!;:y. Managers sllor¡ld <levek)p ¿) (:onsisterì1.

.1n'J systemic åpproach to all thc isst¡cs wìthirr thc or<¡arrízotional loo¡> " rccrr-ritnrcnt, 5clcction.
t)lilcernenl), tråírìiIrlJ, irìtéil1àr Ínâ¡ìâ('rerr¡ânt, ¿rrrrJ ëxterlral marker.¡rìq - s() rhey alr älign,
iñtegr¿ìte, ðrìd syllêr(li/e. C)rr"¡arritatiorrs:;lìould l)e cort:ìtrr.rl<+tJ fr0nr boüì '' thê tof) (rouJrl- aild
''the boEom up' to link tlle functiotls, intellic.¡ernces, ånd cJecisiÕn structures il.tàt the more
corn[)lex ltew ¡)foblc+ms atrs.lrJ will <Jem¿¡rrrl.

SuccessfuÌ organizations are in cJarrger of f¿ilirrq if they cont¡nue to tìlilnaqe people iÌ.ì Ule
w¿lys that rn¿rrlc-'th¿lln st¡r:r:cssful itr tlìù fìrst lrlôLì{j.

Malry 1xoÍ>le rree(i to be ntilrraqecl qlrite rjiflerently tÕcl¿ly t)e{:¿tuse thc'y h¿tve rnovc.d orì tlÈ
sp¡ral êven fuflhêr ânci faster tl-¡arr rnost of thcir bosses, teâchers, afìd evcn pareÌlts.

Marketing effoRs, $rateqic plans. ancl M&A effons often fail bec¡Use the <Jesiqners look in[o
lÎjrrors and asiume tlte au<jietrces ¿lnd Lllltures they are Ðu-e[ìpt¡ng to reach shirré the såtfte
v¿llues systen-ìs they (io.

A Mlnl{ourse ln Splral D¡mamlcs
FbçÉ,4

wunv.splraldynamlcs.ôrg
Þ ùra';qhr it101 l.¡VC f-o.{rtr,6q. Atr fir,lbtÍ ñ,irdr.úÍ.
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APPENDIX 2: A MINI-GOURSE lN SPIRAL DYNAMTCS

Tire questiorr is rìct "Hcw Co yo.J r.roiiv¿te peoi:ie?" bLJr ilov,, CÕ ycu re:a:e v.,/lìar yôu are

doina to theif naturai ûìoliveticnat llorvs. A pei-scn has a r¡ghi to be ,,.;lrc he oi she is.

lssues 
".;:th 

ÐroCuctiviiy, qu¿liiy, po;ìt'c¿j: instabr¡ii)'. end r€sìiu.iu¡ing ai.e stgns of growih anct

not decay lirh¡ch wiii ío¡-ce us to fincj ler.¡v ¿rìc' inncvativè r'v¿ys to ñl¡nage peÒpÌe based cn

vJho they nave nÒsJ beccnte.

Since peo¡rle {earn in di$erent ways iorrn diäei-ênl kínds of te¿lchers, tl-1e tark oi educarron is

!o maich learners, instruç!Õ¡s. learning siiuaiicis, cìnd '"eahnoiagÌÊs cJesisned for fit, funcrÌan,

and ilow.

Dealing wìih lhe wlìole spirãt at cn.e is r,re greai choiienge for serotli iiei thirìkir.re (VEU-OW

and beycncj).

We are now ar a pc¡nt cf ¿rans¡iiol bet'¡.¡een the íirst six su{¡sìsterlçè levels rr1<J ,&e next series

oî lrunlarr existenti¿ìl siates, îlìe freirrc levels. l¡ is a t.irne cí t)oth cianger ancJ cpF{)llurìity as

new vJays ôf rh¡nklne , inafèorj, lìew scrts oí huirrci.ì heinqs, enlÐr.:te to picrÌ.ì!nËncc.

NVC Consulting
The Spiral Dynamics Peopte

For More lnformation.,..

CALLr {805) s65-4782

Ml\lL: NVC Consuttin5¡, PO Box 42212. Sarrta BarLrara, California g31 40

€O ONUNE: www.spìratclynam¡cs.org

A MiniCourse ln Splral þnamics
f>¿<¡t ô

www.splnldynarnlcs-org
{' lÌrpyr'xlt ¡ûl j l.¿ìf-ì ccru¡¡¡r:(} ¡{t Ri+Ìrt Rir¿rydt.

Si\;!.rl l-ì:'\{¡$x;a,) r(rlis¿t:{¡ } iridþtìaíl ('l llÐ l{a{¡!l V¿li¡is lì¡ì!.?¿ h}:,
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